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Students and Faculty React to the University of California’s 
Anticipation of In-Person Instruction in Fall 2021

Sindhu Ananthavel
Asst. News Editor 

Following the University of 
California’s announcement in 
January that it is planning for a 
return to in-person instruction 
next fall, UC Santa Barbara 
students and faculty have 
responded to the prospect 
of in-person instruction with 
feelings of both tentative hope 
and wariness. 

UC President Michael V. 
Drake said that forecasts of 
the COVID-19 pandemic are 
optimistic for “a more normal 
on-campus experience” this 
coming fall. More specif ic 
plans will be announced by 
individual UC campuses as they 
continue to manage campus 
operations during the COVID-
19 pandemic, he said. 

While some are eagerly 
awaiting the return of in-person 
learning, others feel that 
expecting a return to business 
as usual is premature. Some 
UCSB students are disappointed 
with the university’s response 
to the pandemic, as well as 
their classmates’ continued 
participation in large gatherings 
and parties.   

Second-year environmental 

studies major Hazel Johnson 
was playing on the UCSB 
women’s water polo team but 
recently quit, in part because 
she was uncomfortable that 
practice was still held in person. 
Johnson said that practice for 
women’s water polo resumed 
last October on campus, 
though there are currently no 
scheduled games. Johnson was 
the only member of her t eam 
to opt out of in-person practice 
and choose to stay home for the 
season. 

“I had a lot of frustration 
with the university’s response 
to the pandemic, particularly 
regarding athletics,” she said. 
“It doesn’t seem worth it to put 
lives at risk just for sports.”

For Johnson, the university’s 
athletics policy during the 
pandemic has reinforced her 
skepticism that the campus will 
be able to open safely in person 
for fall.

Her feelings are shared by 
f irst-year pre-sociology major 
Luna Moreno, who moved 
into one of UCSB’s apartment 
villages this winter after 
spending Fall Quarter 2020 at 
home. 

Moreno said she has rarely 

I.V. CSD Forms Commission To Change 
Nightlife Culture in Isla Vista Post-Pandemic
Atmika Iyer
Asst. News Editor

Isla Vista Community Services 
District Directors Ethan Bertrand, 
Catherine Flaherty and Marcos 
Aguilar have formed a commission 
that focuses on improving 
nightlife in Isla Vista post-
pandemic to bring the community 
together with live music, cultural 
gatherings and other events. 

When Bertrand first moved to 
town, he said that nightlife and 
nighttime activities were viewed 
by long-term residents as “issues 
and nuisances” and that the 
community’s response focused on 
ensuring that parties “don’t get out 
of hand at night.” Bertrand hoped 
to reconcile that with community 
members’ desire to safely enjoy 
nightlife in I.V. 

“That really got me thinking, 
how do we move from treating 
nightlife as an issue and as a 
nuisance to treating nightlife 
as one of our greatest cultural 
assets?” Bertrand said. “How do 
we make progress to planning 
for highly engaging nightlife 
that improves the quality of life 
for our community, that brings 
people together and that shapes 
the character of our community, 
while also keeping people safe?”

Bertrand said that social 
isolation during the pandemic 
reinspired him to jump on the 
idea of revamping nightlife.  

“During the pandemic, we 
haven’t been able to meet in 
person, we haven’t been able 
to gather, can’t see our friends 
and I think that really helped 
me realize how important the 
social connections in Isla Vista 
are for making it the place that is,” 

Bertrand said. 
“So, with that in mind, I was 

really looking for a positive project 
that could bring people together 
and that could give us hope for 
what Isla Vista looks like after the 
pandemic,” he continued.  

When Bertrand ran for 
re-election for CSD director and 
Aguilar and Flaherty ran for their 
first terms this fall, he said he 
asked his colleagues what they 
thought about taking on a project 

to change the culture of nightlife 
in I.V.

“I was excited about the 
opportunity to think creatively 
about [nightlife] and hopefully 
have a positive hand in being 
more inclusive to everyone, not 
just people who live here, but 
people who visit,” Aguilar said. 
“How do we make programming 
in the nighttime just better, more 
exciting?”

Flaherty said that the 

commission hopes to generate 
long-lasting traditions within the 
community. 

“We want to change [the stigma] 
so that we can establish a sense 
of continuity and tradition with 
safe, free, family-friendly events,” 
Flaherty said. “We want this to 
really be beneficial to everyone 
and something that people really 
want to sustain. We don’t want 
it to be something that only 
happens for a year and then once 

people turn out or graduate, the 
traditions kind of leave with those 
people.” 

Currently, the directors on 
the commission are planning to 
present their plans to the Isla 
Vista Recreation & Park District 
(IVRPD) on Feb. 25 and to hold 
a stakeholder meeting in March 
via Zoom where directors can 
hear from the public, community 
organizations and businesses 
about what they want to see in 

I.V.’s nightlife. 
Bertrand said that the 

commission wants to make 
the process of creating and 
implementing nightlife events a 
collaborative one and wants to 
ensure that all parties involved 
“have a seat at the table.” By 
working with collaborative 
partners, Bertrand said, various 
groups can implement events 
together. 

“My vision is that we’re going to 
have this first meeting, and that 
will be an opportunity for us to sit 
everyone down, and explain the 
initiative … and hear from folks 
about what do they hope to get 
out of this process, and who else 
should be at the table,” Bertrand 
said.

Though the commission 
is waiting to hear what the 
community wants from a 
revamped nightlife scene, 
Bertrand is already proposing 
live music as a possibility for the 
commission to explore. Flaherty 
said that movies in the park, art 
installations and karaoke nights 
could also be events of interest. 

The commission is also hoping 
to bring forth cultural events 
for various communities within 
I.V., working alongside already 
established cultural organizations 
to create these events, according 
to Bertrand.  

Bertrand said the commission 
will be looking for local talent to 
highlight in order to implement live  
music in I.V. regularly. Bertrand 
said that one way he hopes to 
work with local businesses is to 
have “pop-up public events at 
their restaurants or storefronts.” 

“When you’re younger and you 
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Romance is in the air! Zir’s boyfriend surprised Zir with a 
beautiful bouquet of Valentine’s Day red roses ... 10 days late.  

Tomorrow’s Forecast: Expecting a box of apology 
chocolates ... 11 days after Valentine’s Day.    

weather
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Keep Your Eyes on Your Own Tabs: How Academic 
Dishonesty Has Evolved in Remote Learning

Two Months After Setup, I.V. Pallet Homes Provide Relief 
and Opportunity to Nearly 40 Houseless Residents

Katherine Swartz
University News Editor

Instead of  being tested in a lecture 
hall, under  the close watch of 
professors and teaching assistants, 
students’ only connection to the 
classroom this past year has been 
through a computer, and the 
understanding of what constitutes 
as cheating is grayer than ever. 

Consequently, the Office of 
Student Conduct reported last 
month that it has seen a large 
increase in referrals for academic 
dishonesty, directly attributing 
this rise to detachment from the 
classroom. 

“Across the country, conduct 
offices at colleges and universities 
are seeing increases in academic 
dishonesty after making the abrupt 
switch from in-person to online 
learning. This is not unique to 
UCSB,” Associate Dean of Student 
Life Suzanne Perkin told the 
Nexus. 

“What we’ve seen is that it seems 
to be easier and more tempting 
for students to collaborate during 
exams or on projects than when 
they are in person,” she continued. 

Academic dishonesty takes on 
a variety of forms when students 
aren’t testing in a traditional 
classroom setting. GroupMe 
messaging groups meant to help 
students study together may easily 
become a forum for sharing test 
questions and answers. Homework 
help websites, like Chegg, were used 
by students to answer homework 
prior to remote learning, but now 

entire exams may be published 
on its website and made quickly 
accessible for online tests. 

Perkin said that students 
collaborating during exams and 
accessing “study websites” like 
Chegg are the most common 
occurrences of academic 
misconduct. 

For online tests held over 
GauchoSpace, students may be able 
to move from one tab to another to 
access notes and other materials, 
but in some cases, professors and 
TAs can see just how many times 
students are clicking between 
GauchoSpace and other tabs as 
well as how long it takes them to 
complete assignments, leading to 
a series of academic dishonesty 
cases if the tests and assignments 
were closed-note assessments.

Student Advocate General Sarah 
Danielzadeh said that at the end of 
Fall Quarter 2020, the Office of the 
Student Advocate saw a surge in 
academic dishonesty cases, mainly 
from S.T.E.M. classes, centering 
around that quarter’s midterms. 

“We were getting a bunch of 
tweets sent to our office about how 
a biology class was being accused 
of cheating,” she said. “And a bunch 
of students in one biology class 
were being sent emails saying, ‘We 
have information about you being 
on GauchoSpace while taking the 
midterm or accessing the lectures 
while taking the midterm.’” 

After students emailed their 
professors asking for more 
information about their cheating 
accusations, professors sent 

screenshots of the times they 
accessed the midterm and the 
times they were on GauchoSpace, 
Danielzadeh said. 

Most of these cases were resolved 
between students and their 
professors, Danielzadeh said, and 
many of the students involved told 
the Office of the Student Advocate 
and their professor that they had a 
tab open on GauchoSpace while 
taking the test, but that they 
weren’t actually opening the site 
during the exam.

“When you’re in person and 
you get caught cheating, it’s in an 
in-person setting, like the professor 
sees that you’re cheating, whether 
you’re looking at another test or 
on your phone, or whatever that 
might look like,” Danielzadeh said. 

“What constitutes cheating 
looks a lot different. I think a lot 
of the time, there are really blurred 
lines in what students consider 
cheating or not because they’re 
remote. So just within the cases 
that I’ve seen, a lot of students 
aren’t even quite sure if they can 
use online tools, because a lot of 
students are assuming that because 
of the remote nature of courses 
that it’s kind of ‘open book,’ or 
everything is fair game.”

Perkin said that instructors 
are the people most commonly 
referring students to the Office 
of Student Conduct for academic 
dishonesty. Some professors have 
shared their frustrations with 
the Office of Student Conduct 
about the increase they’ve seen 
in academic dishonesty over 

this academic year, according to 
Assistant Dean and Director of the 
Office of Judicial Affairs  Joaquin 
Becerra.

“[Instructors] are dealing with 
the many personal and professional 
impacts of remote instruction and 
COVID-19, as are their students,” 
Becerra said. “Professors and 
TAs invest a great deal of time 
organizing their courses. Having 
to deal with academic dishonesty 
has a deep impact on their learning 
environments.”  

When a professor first refers a 
student to the Office of Student 
Conduct for academic dishonesty, 
students receive an email that may 
or may not require a meeting with 
a Student Conduct staff member. 
Students who receive formal 
charges from the office have the 
choice of either accepting the 
sanctions or requesting a hearing 
to present their case. 

The hearing process f inds 
students to be either responsible 
or not responsible for academic 
dishonesty. If found responsible, 
students could face disciplinary 
probation, exclusion from activities, 
suspension or dismissal. From 
there, students may either accept 
the sanctions given by the Office 
of Student Conduct or submit an 
appeal. 

Becerra said that when professors 
discover academic dishonesty, 
they have the option to either 
handle the misconduct directly 
or go forward with a formal 
investigation through the Office 
of Student Conduct that could 

result in charges and sanctioning. 
If students have already received 
a letter of admonishment from 
the Office of Student Conduct 
in the past, then the academic 
dishonesty case mandates a formal 
investigation. Becerra said that in 
the majority of instances, professors 
choose to move forward with a 
letter of admonishment, which lists 
a student’s offenses, rather than 
having an investigation.

Danielzadeh attributed the rise 
in academic dishonesty cases 
to “a lack of communication 
between professors, departments 
and students” during remote 

education. In particular, freshmen 
and new transfer students are at 
risk, Danielzadeh said, because 
they have less connection to the 
campus and have little one-on-one 
access to professors compared to 
an in-person educational setting. 

“It’s worth noting that the 
mental challenges students are 
going through are very difficult 
because students are expected to 
sit on a computer all day and 
they experience Zoom fatigue,” 
Danielzadeh said. “[Students are] 
not able to perform at the same 
academic level as they would be if 
we were in-person.”

Holly Rusch
Asst. News Editor

In the two months since 
Good Samaritan established 20 
temporary pallet homes in Isla 
Vista to provide relief to houseless 
residents beleaguered by the 
COVID-19 pandemic, the service 
provider has provided housing, 
job opportunities and basic needs 
support to 36 people. Installed in 
early December in the parking 
lot of the Isla Vista Community 
Center, the pallet homes — 
currently occupied by 26 people 
— will continue to provide shelter 

to houseless residents until June, 
according to Gina Fischer, district 
representative for Santa Barbara 
County Third District Supervisor 
Joan Hartmann. 

The service provider agency 
Good Samaritan bid on a contract 
in November 2020 from Santa 
Barbara County to operate and 
run the pallet home facilities with 
$900,000 in federal COVID-19 
relief aid. Now, in partnership with 
the county, the I.V. Community 
Services District (I.V. CSD) and 
the I.V. Recreation & Park District 
(IVRPD), Good Samaritan is also 
providing counseling and other 

basic needs services to residents 
until its contract runs out in June. 

Houseless clients are each 
provided with an 8-by-8-foot unit 
with heaters and power, along with 
on-site restrooms, showers and 
public health services, according to 
Kirsten Cahoon, who manages the 
pallet homes for Good Samaritan. 
Clients, who are only housed 
together if they had previously 
lived together, are provided with 
social services, substance abuse 
services, legal services, on-site 
medical care and can be seen by 
Doctors Without Walls for medical 
issues every other Friday. 

By the time houseless residents 
leave the pallet houses, Fischer 
said the goal is “to stabilize their 
lives and get them housing ready,” 
which includes entering them 
into Santa Barbara’s Homeless 
Management Information System 
(HMIS), which would then allow 
them to receive available funding 
for housing, rental assistance and 
job search resources. 

“Most of the residents have 
indicated that they want permanent 
housing in the Santa Barbara and 
the Southern Santa Barbara area. 
Some desire housing in the Santa 
Maria or L.A. area, and some 
specifically want to be reunited 
with family in other states. So the 
caseworkers [and] Good Samaritan 
… are working on making all that 
happen,” Fischer said. 

Around 90% of pallet home 
residents had no form of 
identification or social security 
cards upon arrival, Cahoon said, 
which made connecting them to 
benefits extremely difficult. This 
difficulty was only compounded 
by COVID-19-related closures 
of documentation offices, like 
the California Department of 
Motor Vehicles. Cahoon said that 
documentation cards have just now 
begun to arrive, two months after 
pallet home residents first moved 
in. 

Cahoon said that although Good 
Samaritan’s main focus is the pallet 
homes, they also connect houseless 
individuals in Isla Vista who are not 
living in the pallet homes to other 
resources, like other temporary 
housing and job opportunities. 
Some are working towards rapid 
rehousing, while others have 
moved to treatment centers for 
substance abuse or safe housing 
for survivors of human trafficking, 
she said. 

As clients move out, other 
houseless residents move up a 
waitlist and into the pallet homes. 
While a few people have been 
removed from the program after 
breaking Good Samaritan’s shelter 
rules — which include no drugs 
or alcohol on the premises — the 
majority of clients moved out to 
other housing, Cahoon said. 

“Day to day, we’re providing 
case management; we’re providing 

supervision, job search assistance 
and assisting with housing, which 
is our biggest focus. Obviously our 
goal is to have everybody housed 
by our June deadline of having to 
be out of there,” Cahoon said. 

Cahoon said that along with 
housing, Good Samaritan also 
places an emphasis on fulfilling 
clients’ basic needs, and creating 
personalized care plans that will 
address medical issues, treatment 
for mental health and substance 
abuse issues. 

“Five residents had deferred 
medical operations, because they 
had no safe place to return or 
to recover in. Now that they’re 
in the pallet village, they have 
successfully completed whatever 
those operations are,” Fischer 
said, explaining the benefits of the 
temporary homes. 

The pallet village has not reported 
any positive COVID-19 cases, but 
tests are available to any clients 
who want one or begin to show 
symptoms. Residents’ temperatures 
are also taken whenever they enter 
the facility, according to Cahoon.

One resident of the pallet village, 
a local musician who identified 
himself as G citing  privacy 
concerns, said that he was thankful 
for the county’s support and his 
future placement in affordable 
housing, although he wished more 
could be done to control the buildup 
of trash and waste at People’s Park, 
where he still maintains a tent. 

Last December, houseless 
residents at Anisq’Oyo’ Park 
unable to relocate elsewhere were 
relocated to People’s Park and the 
pallet homes, where they currently 
remain after houseless residents 
were forced to leave certain parks 
for having encampments that 
created fire hazards or violated 
IVRPD’s COVID-19 Encampment 
Management Policy.

“Some people are really trying, 
and we take the initiative and pick 
up the other [trash], but the riff raff 
still builds up,” G said, noting that 
his suggestion to hang trash bags 
on park fences had helped clear 
areas of trash. 

While G said that his temporary 
housing in the pallet homes can 
remind him of a jail cell at times, 
the benefits outweigh the negatives. 

“It’s shelter from the elements. 
I’m getting older now, so I can’t 
keep doing this here … There’s 
teams and organizations helping 
me to get placed in affordable 
housing now,” he said. 

The decision to house residents 
in the pallet homes has not been 
without community controversy. 
One UC Santa Barbara student 
posted a petition to relocate the 
pallet homes outside of I.V. The 
petition, originally posted on the 
I.V. Free & For Sale Facebook 
page, garnered significant backlash 
before it was deleted. 

“As a neighbor, a local leader and 
a supporter of [the pallet home] 
initiative, I recognize that every 
community is grappling with 
homelessness, and it’s important 
that every community is part of the 
solution to providing people with 
access to resources and services 
that can help get them housed, 
especially now, during COVID,” 
Ethan Bertrand, a director on the 
I.V. CSD Board of Directors, said. 

“This is much safer than the 
alternative, which is to just have 
people living outside, living in parks, 
living on our streets, and through 
programs like this, people are able 
to be connected with resources, 
and with support, to ultimately 
create a long term housing plan,” 
he said. 

Cahoon said she does not yet 
know what will happen to the pallet 
homes after Good Samaritan’s 
contract with the county runs 
out in June, but reiterated that the 
pallet homes and programs like it 
can provide long-term successes for 
houseless residents. 

“I’m not going to say it hasn’t 
been rocky and it wasn’t a rocky 
start,” Cahoon said. “Most of the 
folks that we’ve worked with are 
suffering with addiction, mental 
health issues and have a lot of 
barriers for them to be able to 
move forward. But this project is 
extremely successful because these 
folks are able to get the services 
that they want and that they need.” 

“We’re providing basic needs,” 
she continued. “And once those are 
met, you can really start watching 
people change and watching 
people want to do better and want 
to change their lives.”

The service provider agency Good Samaritan bid on a contract in November 2020 from Santa Barbara 
County to operate and run the pallet home facilities with $900,000 in federal COVID-19 relief aid. 
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Large Student Gatherings Continue Despite County 
Ordinance and University Action

Ellah Foster
Reporter

As students continue to defy 
public health orders with parties 
and large gatherings, UC Santa 
Barbara, Santa Barbara City 
College, Isla Vista Foot Patrol and 
the Santa Barbara County Public 
Health Department are delivering 
notices of violation to, and in some 
cases meeting with, non-compliant 
students.

On Jan. 29, UCSB sent a campus-
wide email to students that laid 
out the academic consequences of 
violating public health orders and 
stressed the importance of taking 
safety precautions, such as wearing 
masks and social distancing. As 
of the end of January, over 150 
letters for alleged violations have 
been delivered to residences of 
UCSB students, with 100 individual 
contacts made by the administration 
with identified students and fewer 
than 20 referrals of individuals and 
organizations made to the Office of 
Student Conduct, according to the 
administration’s email. 

“UCSB students are contacted 
individually by the associate dean 
in the Office of Student Life, and 
when violations involve SBCC 
students reports are forwarded 
to the appropriate entities there,” 
UCSB spokesperson Andrea 
Estrada said in a statement to the 
Nexus. 

“Other actions involve warnings 
and sanctions against registered 
campus organizations, sending 
students through the formal 
conduct process when appropriate, 
and working with property owners 
when there are allegations of lease 
violations.”

UCSB Party — a project run 
by an anonymous UCSB student 
that began as a website for a class 

assignment — posts video evidence 
of large parties in Isla Vista on its 
Instagram, Twitter and Facebook 
accounts. The owner of the 
accounts, who spoke to the Nexus 
on the condition of anonymity 
citing privacy concerns, doubts 
that UCSB and the county’s public 
health guidelines are being strictly 
enforced. 

“I feel like students definitely 
get the sign from the police and 
the school that it is OK to keep 
partying,” the account owner said. 
“Even if there was just an example 
of a few students being suspended, 
they might think twice.” 

“I don’t feel like anything 
more will happen. It stopped 
with the ordinance of the fines 
being implemented,” the account 
owner continued, referring to the 
enforcement of the ordinance 
passed by the Santa Barbara 
County Board of Supervisors in 
October that established fines 
for residents in violation of public 
health guidelines, including a ban 
on large gatherings.

Gauchos 4 Transparency (G4T), 
a student organization that pushes 
for accountability and transparency 
from officials at UCSB and in I.V., 
has worked virtually both to get 
the ordinance passed and provide 
information on social media about 
COVID-19 related news.

“It has been a bit difficult to 
make sure [the ordinance] is being 
implemented because it is out of our 
hands,” G4T founder and third-year 
communication and economics 
double major Izzy Mitchell said. “I 
think the process in place — if they 
continue to successfully identify 
students and follow up with that 
— is fine. It is more of the issue of 
ensuring that these students are 
being followed up [with] and not 
just sent a single email.”

Third-year communication 
major Yu Ishii created a petition 
calling on the university to take 
firm action against non-compliant 
students, which has garnered over 
2,000 signatures since Jan. 24.

“I think the people [in the UCSB 
administration] who are trying to 
reinforce restrictions are very out of 
touch with what is going on in Isla 
Vista,” Ishii said. “Tens of people 
go to these parties. They can easily 
split a $100 fine. One hundred 
bucks is probably less than how 
much they are spending on alcohol 
for these parties.”

The order violation fines issued 
by local peace officers and public 
health officials range from $100 to 
$500, according to Kelly Hubbard, 
director of Santa Barbara County’s 
Office of  Emergency Management.

Universities across the nation have 
made headlines for enforcing social 
distancing guidelines among their 
student populations. For instance, 
Ohio State University announced 
the suspension of over 200 students 
for off-campus partying before 
the first week of fall classes and 
Northeastern University similarly 
dismissed 11 students from campus 
without full-tuition refunds, NPR 
reported.

“I’m just a student who wants 
the partying to stop,” Ishii said. 
“I don’t think I should have to 
come up with a whole plan of 
how to reinforce these things. But 
I think following suit from other 
universities is a good place to start.” 

Within the UC system, schools 
that have welcomed students 
back to campus adhere to strict 
guidelines to meet a sufficient level 
of safety. Students at UC Berkeley 
are currently self-sequestering 
on campus, with police officers 
walking the hallways to enforce the 
mandate, according to SF Gate. 

UCSB students who are living in 
the campus apartments or working 
on campus must complete daily 
symptom screenings, take weekly 
asymptomatic screening tests and 
follow the no-guest policy, among 
other guidelines, according to 
Estrada.

Eight out of the nine UC campuses 
received “A” or “B” grades from a 
data-reporting Yale rating system 
on their abilities to relay daily test 
results and local statistics through 
their COVID-19 dashboards. UCSB 
received an “F” due to the lack of 
an applicable dashboard, although 
there is one in place for violation 
responses. 

The UCSB Student Code of 
Conduct details the jurisdiction 
that the administration has over 
off-campus student behaviors, 
including Section 102.08, which 
cites university authority over any 
behavior that threatens the health 
or safety of any person. 

UCSB did release a community 
compact in Fall Quarter 2020, in 
which students agreed to practice 
standard precautionary measures 
and follow COVID-19 safety 
protocols. 

Currently, I.V. has 22 active cases, 
but it has confirmed 1,196 COVID-
19 cases and one death to date, 
according to the Santa Barbara 
County Public Health Department 
website. More than 150 Santa 
Barbara County residents with 
COVID-19 died in January, making 
it the highest monthly death toll 
in the county since the pandemic 
began. 

“You would hope that people 
would have common sense and 
courtesy to have a little regard for 
other people’s lives and safety, but 
I guess that is what comes with 
being a top-10 party school,” Ishii 
said.

Goleta Union School District Reflects on Remote 
Instruction Experience Amidst the COVID-19 Pandemic

The UCSB Student Code of Conduct details the jurisdiction that the 
administration has over off-campus student behaviors, including 
Section 102.08, which cites university authority over any behavior 
that threatens the health or safety of any person.
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Asumi Shuda
Asst. News Editor

After almost a year of remote 
instruction, Goleta Union School 
District is gearing up to return to 
the classroom in the near future, 
albeit with some changes. 

According to Mary Kahn, 
assistant superintendent of 
instructional services at Goleta 
Union School District (GUSD), 
from the beginning of remote 
instruction in April 2020, GUSD 
has prepared three learning 
models that it could pursue 
depending on public health 
guidelines and the severity of 
COVID-19 infections in the 
Santa Barbara area. 

The f irst model is for students 
who would come to school 
in person, which is currently 
prohibited by the county. This 
model would follow a f ive-day 
weekly schedule, with start and 
end times staggered to lessen 
contact between large groups 
of students, along with limiting 
average class sizes to 19 students 
and mandating personal 
protective equipment (PPE). 

The second model centered 
around what Kahn described 
as a “virtual academy,” where 

classes would remain virtual for 
those who are not comfortable 
with coming in person or have 
personal reasons due to the risk 
of COVID-19 exposure. 

The third model is what 
Kahn called the “f lex academy,” 
where students would follow an 
independent study-like education 
through a virtual format. With 
this option, she said, students 
could have either their parent 
or an individual assigned by 
the parent teach the child the 
material based on a learning 
plan they would review with the 
child’s teacher. 

“For some of our families in 
that program, they do come 
to a daily Zoom recess,” Kahn 
said. “For other kids, they are 
in a learning pod or are in a big 
family, so they have other ways 
to meet that need.” 

The availability of these 
models is based on the state 
and county health guidelines, 
and only the second and third 
options — the virtual and f lex 
academies — have been pursued 
thus far. As of now, GUSD 
remains fully remote. 

“Our plan has always been to 
provide as much opportunity for 
children to come back and be 

in person, should their families 
wish that,” Kahn said. 

Mark Warren, a f ifth-grade 
teacher at Isla Vista Elementary 
School, explained that meeting 
the socio-emotional needs 
of students through remote 
instruction has been a challenge. 
Although the distribution of 
Chromebooks, hotspots and 
other materials required for 
remote instruction has been 
successful, understanding 
and catering to each students’ 
emotional well-being has not 
come without diff iculty, he said.  

“Some students are very 
forthcoming about what they’re 
dealing with at home and what 
support they need from school, 
and others are less so,” Warren 
said in an email to the Nexus. 

To address this issue, Warren 
explained that the teachers at I.V. 
Elementary conduct daily check-
ins with their students to assess 
their well-being. 

Though GUSD cannot provide 
fully in-person instruction 
at present due to the current 
number of COVID-19 cases in 
the county, the district recently 
received the results of a winter 
parental and teacher survey, in 
which a majority of parents said 

they would support in-person 
instruction if the state and 
county allowed the reopening of 
schools in response to declining 
COVID-19 cases.

Though the in-person learning 
option on this survey still 
followed the f ive-day modif ied 
schedule, the risk of contracting 
COVID-19 was a concern for 
parents and the rest of the district. 
However, before the in-person 
model could progress, infections 
spiked again, halting GUSD 
from going forward with the 
possible in-person instruction. 
Another survey was sent out 
to re-evaluate the opinions of 
GUSD families regarding the 
learning models, Kahn said.

Kahn explained that a potential 
in-person learning model would 
have a split-day component 
modif ication, in which half of 
the 19-student cohort would 
come in the morning and the 
other half would come in the 
afternoon for a total of two hours 
of in-person learning time each 
day. However, she said that this 
might be an inconvenience to 
parents’ work schedules, as their 
child would only be at school for 
a couple of hours before having 
to return home. 

The other possible 
modif ication would be a two-
three hybrid, in which a student 
would attend class in person 
on Mondays and Tuesdays, 
attend a Zoom meeting with 
their instructor on Wednesdays 
and have independent work for 
the last two days of the week. 
However, this alternative also 
broached concerns, with parents 
not being able to work with their 
child being home for two whole 
days of the week. 

According to the GUSD Board 
Presentation on the “Return to 
In-Person Survey” results, which 
was presented on Feb. 10., 72% 
of GUSD parents preferred the 
f ive-day modif ied schedule. 
Of that group of parents, 52% 
of parents preferred the split-
day modif ication while 48% 
preferred the two-three hybrid 
modif ication. 

As for the GUSD staff, 50% 
preferred the f ive-day modif ied 
schedule compared to 24% 
who preferred the two-three 
hybrid modif ication and 26% 
who preferred the a.m./p.m. 
modif ication. 

At I.V. Elementary School, 
teachers have been facing their 
own challenges as a result of 

working with high volumes of 
students during the pandemic, 
especially with children from 
low-income households and 
students learning English as an 
additional language, according 
to Kahn.

Kahn said another challenge 
facing I.V. Elementary is internet 
connectivity and technology 
issues. In March 2020, GUSD 
provided Chromebooks and 
hotspots to families in need, 
along with including a Spanish 
speaker in its technology 
services. It also established a 
hotline through which families 
could connect with off ice staff 
regarding technology and 
remote learning inquiries. 

Now, having taught remotely 
for almost a year, Warren said 
he admires his students’ sense of 
resiliency and looks forward to 
sharing the same four walls with 
them again. 

“If I were talking to my 
students right now, I would 
commend them for rising to the 
challenges of this unprecedented 
year,” Warren said. “I want to see 
my kids. I want to watch them 
work. I want to see my kids in all 
of their dimensions, beyond their 
Zoom rectangle.”

DANIELA GOMEZ / DAILY NEXUS 
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With Lessons From Remote Instruction, UCSB 
Professors Consider the Future of In-Person Learning

Micah Meghreblian
Reporter
Sindhu Ananthavel
Asst. News Editor

Nearly a full year into 
remote learning, University of  
California President Michael 
V. Drake announced in early 
January that the UC system 
plans to offer classes in person 
beginning this fall, but questions 
still linger regarding the extent 
to which in-person classes 
will revert back to their pre-
pandemic structure. 

Over the past year during 
the COVID-19 pandemic, 
many professors have 
utilized an asynchronous 
method of teaching in order 
to accommodate students in 
different areas of the world, 
students who are employed 
and students with extenuating 
circumstances that keep them 
from logging onto class at a set 
time. 

Although asynchronous 
teaching allows for greater 
f lexibility than synchronous 
teaching, several professors said 
they are worried that the lack of 
a traditional classroom structure 
may affect students’ motivation. 
These contrasting opinions 
on asynchronous teaching 
styles have led professors to 
question whether or not they 
should continue this method of 
teaching when classes resume 
in person. 

 Kenneth Hiltner, a professor 
in the English department 
and the director of UC Santa 
Barbara’s Environmental 
Humanities Initiative, began 
working on an asynchronous 
model of teaching long before 
the pandemic. Hiltner said 
that he was pursuing this 
method of education because it 
grants students access to class 
materials anywhere they are 
located and changes the way 
students experience lectures 
by allowing them to watch 
it multiple times, at different 
speeds, on different devices and 
with closed captioning.

 “You can grab your phone 
and your earbuds and sit under 
a tree somewhere and learn 
about the climate crisis,” Hiltner 
said. “I just think those sort of 
possibilities are so much better 
than a traditional lecture.” 

 Hiltner said that online 
classes may even provide a 
better learning experience than 
classes held in large lecture halls 
f illed with hundreds of students. 
“I’m not sure that the best thing 
is to have everyone pile into a 
building two or three times a 
week for an hour,” Hiltner said. 

“It seems odd to give students 
access to material for that short 
of a period of time and then 
require them to feverishly write 
down notes on it.”

 Other professors, however, 
said they believe that the lack 
of structure in asynchronous 
courses is harmful and can 
diminish students’ motivation, 
which will negatively impact 
their education. Linguistics 
professor Robert Kennedy said 
he prefers in-person lecture 
instruction over online formats, 
but that he plans to incorporate 
some aspects of remote learning 
into his plan for in-person fall 
classes, such as a variation of 

Zoom’s chat function.
 “It is really helpful to me to 

see how much the students in 
my class are engaged with the 
content,” Kennedy said. “The 
chat function enables a kind 
of immediate feedback about 
what’s working and what’s not 
working that you can’t get in a 
large lecture hall.” 

While professors were 
already utilizing  GauchoSpace  
—  UCSB’s online learning 
management platform — prior to 
starting fully remote learning, 
many now rely on the website 
much more heavily. Dorothy 
Mullin, a professor in the 
Department of Communication, 
said that being forced to redo 

her approach to teaching has 
changed the way she approaches 
coursework, in part due to 
GauchoSpace’s features.  

“I love GauchoSpace now 
… allowing students to upload 
assignments online and using 
the GauchoSpace gradebook is 
so eff icient, and I think the 
organization of each week’s 
material online will help keep 
students on track in the face-
to-face environment as well,” 
Mullin said.

Claudia Tyler, a professor in the 
Department of Environmental 
Studies, said remote learning 
led her to re-evaluate her 
teaching methods from a 
new perspective, both with 
managing GauchoSpace and 
her general outlook on academic 
instruction. 

“Now with everything I 
do teaching-wise, I’m asking 
myself, ‘What’s the point of 
this?’ and have become much 
more critical of myself,” she 
said.

 Ljiljana Coklin and 
Christopher Dean, both faculty 
members in the writing program 
at UCSB, are interested in 
incorporating online off ice 
hours and informal writing 
assignments into their in-person 
class structures. 

Worr ied about the  
disembodied exper ience 
brought by online learning, 
writing department instructors 
strived to create a more personal 
connection with their students 
by assigning free-writing pieces, 
such as journals or blogs.

 “These informal assignments 
create an emphasis on students’ 
responses to what’s going on 
in their lives and how they are 
experiencing it, so that they can 
process that information as well 
as look at it from an academic 
perspective,” Coklin said.

Digitizing class materials 
may have been new territory 
to faculty members at UCSB, 
but Dean has been teaching 
digitally since 1993 and helped 
to plan the f irst hybrid class 
at UCSB before the pandemic 
occurred. 

 “Once I taught hybrid 
courses, I never went back to 
the same way that I taught 
before,” Dean said. Now that all 
teaching faculty at UCSB have 
drastically changed their class 
structures in response to the 
pandemic, Dean believes that 
most won’t revert back to their 
pre-pandemic structures. 

“We can do better than 
normal,” Dean said. “Normal 
wasn’t really great before, so 
why would we want normal 
now?”

You can grab 
your phone and 

your earbuds and 
sit under a tree 
somewhere and 
learn about the 

climate crisis. I just 
think those sort of 
possibilities are so 
much better than a 
traditional lecture.

“

KENNETH HILTNER, 
ENGLISH PROFESSOR & 
DIRECTOR OF UCSB’S 

ENVIRONMENTAL 
HUMANITIES INITIATIVE

LUCA DISBROW / DAILY NEXUS 
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In Photos | Celebrating the Lunar New Year During 
Covid-19: A Mid-Pandemic Reunion

Sicheng Wang
Photo Editor

For the Asian international 
student community, the Lunar 
New Year, which began on 
Feb. 12,  looked different this 
year. 

The day, which marks the 
beginning of a year in the 
traditional calendar used in 
East Asian countries such as 
China, Korea and Vietnam, is 
meant to be a time of family 
reunion.

Due to the COVID-19 
pandemic, many students are 
studying remotely in their 
home country for the winter 
quarter and celebrated the 
festival with family — for the 
first time since their studies 
began in the United States. 
For those who remain in the 

U.S., the new year appeared 
less eventful than usual, with 
friends returning home and 
the absence of celebrational 
events hosted by student 
organizations.

As the Lunar New Year 
began during midterms week, 
the festival was a mix of 
coursework and celebrations. 
Some students who had 
midterm exams on the 
morning of Feb. 11 Pacific time 
reportedly began their exams 
soon after having family dinner 
in a time zone 16 hours ahead.

Over the past week, the 
Nexus collected photos 
documenting what the Lunar 
New Year looked like for 
international students, from 
unexpected reunions caused 
by the pandemic to all-nighters 
before exams.

Making dumplings is a Lunar New Year tradition that is especially popular in northern China. For Chinese students remaining in the United States, it 
is a relatively achievable way to recreate the festival atmosphere. Above, one Isla Vista dinner on the new year’s eve featured the dish.

SICHENG WANG / DAILY NEXUS 

The Daily Nexus received several submissions of dinner tables of UC Santa Barbara students abroad on the eve of the Lunar New Year.

Unfortunately, some had to postpone the festival joy for exams. 
Yilin Kou, a second-year mechanical engineering major, studied 
for a midterm in the evening leading up to the Lunar New Year.

A man stood near a decoration vendor as cars rushed by on the street of 
Gaobeidian City, a small town near Beijing. Only a few vendors lined up the street 
where a market used to be. Residents were urged not to gather.

STONE SHI / DAILY NEXUS 

In Lanzhou City of the Gansu Province in China, a market is 
dedicated to selling decorative items. The country has largely 
returned to normalcy, but masks and local outbreaks remain.

Courtesy of Stone Shi, Yiran Wang, Jiaoying Ren 

Courtesy of Yilin Kou Courtesy of Zhixiong Chen

The Indo China Market in Goleta hung new year decorations for 
the Lunar New Year.

KAIYI YANG/ DAILY NEXUS 

Unfortunately, some had to postpone the festival joy a little for exams. Yilin Kou, a second-year mechanical engineering major, studied for his 
Strength of Materials class in the evening leading up to the Lunar New Year.

Courtesy of Yilin Kou
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been to campus and avoids 
traveling to Isla Vista out of fear 
that people are not following 
public health guidelines. 

“Just looking at the state 
we’ve been in the past year, 
it’s hard to hold onto the hope 
that everyone will cooperate 
with the safety guidelines and 
make the situation as easy as 
possible,” she said.

Despite her concerns, Moreno 
still hopes that a safe return 
to campus will be possible in 
the near future. “I’m a people 
person; I miss the face-to-face 
interaction,” Moreno said.

First-year biology major 
Shahir Saleheen said that he 
not only misses the general 
social interaction, but he also 
feels disconnected from UCSB 
because of remote learning.

“I have never stepped foot on 
campus, and I don’t really know 
what to associate with the 
school,” Saleheen said, having 
been at home for both the fall 
and winter quarters this school 
year. An in-person fall quarter 
would let him feel much more 
connected to the school, he 
said, and he looks forward to it 
with anticipation.

Fourth-year transfer student 
and sociology major Diana 
Alaberkyan has also missed 
the in-person social setting. 
Alaberkyan expects to graduate 
in Fall Quarter 2021, after 
having spent the majority of her 
f inal year at UCSB over Zoom.

“I like being in lecture, raising 
my hand and being face-to-face. 
Zoom has made it a lot harder 
to connect with professors,” she 
said. 

Students may not have to 
contend with the barriers 
of remote learning for long, 
however. Only a handful of 
classes have been held in person 
this academic year, but more 
professors are inching closer to 
holding in-person classes.

Steven Gaulin, a professor in 
the anthropology department, 
has been teaching remotely 
since Summer Quarter 2020. 
However, come Spring Quarter 
2021, he and his colleague 
Daniel Conroy-Beam, a 
professor in the Department of 
Psychology & Brain Sciences, 
will be conducting an in-person 
seminar called “Feathered 
Dinosaurs of UCSB.” The class 
will hold a weekly in-person 

f ield session to observe birds on 
campus. 

The move toward in-person 
instruction, though outdoors, is 
still not possible without strict 
precautions.

Gaulin said he belongs to a 
high-risk group for COVID-19 
and was able to get vaccinated 
on campus this month. He 
said the vaccine roll-out and 
opportunity to teach in person 
has given him a sense of 
optimism for this coming fall 
quarter, and he hopes to be 
able to return to the classroom 
environment under safer 
circumstances when he can.

“The university isn’t just 
making us go back into the 
classroom and put ourselves at 
risk, but are actually helping 
us get ready to return safely,” 
Gaulin said. 

Though Gaulin’s outdoor 
seminar takes place next 
quarter, a limited number of 
outdoor courses have already 
been taking place.

Fourth-year environmental 
studies major Frances Harris 
took a restoration ecology 
course in Fall Quarter 2020 that 
included a weekly f ield course, 

in which she and a small group 
of students visited sites around 
UCSB and discussed restoration 
techniques.

Harris said she greatly 
enjoyed the opportunity for 
social interaction that the class 
offered her.

“I didn’t realize how much I 
appreciated and valued talking 
to strangers … I found myself 
excited to go to this class and 
speak to people I wouldn’t 
usually talk to under normal 
circumstances,” she said. 

Despite the excitement of 
social interaction, Harris said 
she felt that her in-person 
course lacked proper instruction 
on safety protocols from the 
professor to make her feel safe 
from the virus. 

“Something I found kind 
of odd is that [no professors] 
specif ically told us to come 
with a mask,” Harris said. “I 
thought [the professors] would 
go over all their expectations 
and tell us to be COVID-safe 
and social distance, but there 
was no going over protocols.” 

She noted that everyone 
in her class wore masks and 
practiced social distancing even 

without being told to do so by 
the professor, but still found it 
concerning that her professors 
didn’t review the university’s 
COVID-19 protocols.

“Maybe instruction was less 
clear because there were only a 
few labs and sections allowed to 
be back in person … hopefully 
next school year there will be 
more generalized precautions 
[given by professors] for all 
in-person classes, instead of just 
on a case-by-case basis,” Harris 
said.

The transition to in-person 
classes is being led by 
Jeffrey Stopple, assistant vice 
chancellor for undergraduate 
education and dean of 
undergraduate education. He 
has been helping faculty and 
staff develop new practices and 
transition safely to in-person 
instruction, he said. Professors 
and course instructors have 
been told that masks are 
mandated both on and off 
campus and that testing before 
all face-to-face instruction is 
required, according to Stopple.

“Current ly, only lab, 
performance and f ield courses 
are allowed by Santa Barbara 

County Public Health … it’s 
largely a matter of ensuring 
classrooms are conf igured 
for social distancing, cleaned 
between uses, have appropriate 
ventilation and that entrances, 
exits, hallways, stairs and 
elevators are conf igured for 
one-way traff ic,” Stopple said.

Regarding the safety of 
current in-person instruction, 
few students at tending 
in-person classes have tested 
positive for COVID-19, and 
there has been no evidence of 
student-to-student transmission 
within the classes, he said. Even 
so, he said that faculty are being 
cautious in their planning. 

“There are many uncertainties, 
from lack of vaccines to variants 
of COVID, that may force us to 
continue remote instruction,” 
he said.

Even with these uncertainties 
in mind, Stopple said he 
remains optimistic and expects 
that vaccines will be widely 
available in the fall for students, 
staff and faculty.

When asked if he was 
conf ident in UCSB’s ability 
to open in the fall, Stopple 
responded, “Yes, very much so.”

Continued from p.1

Reactions to an In-Person Fall Quarter

first move here, you see other 
people who kind of have their 
identity nailed down, and when 
you see someone expressing 
themselves fully, you realize, 
‘That could be me too.’ And that’s 
what’s really special and magical 
about this place,” Aguilar said. 

“So, once we see some people 
performing and being exactly 
who they want to be on stage, 
that’s going to inspire the next 
generation to be like, ‘Oh, this 
is a very welcoming place, I can 
make my music, I can sing my 
song, I can create my image.’ 
And I think that nightlife is one 
of the main ways that we all see 
a performative space and that’s 
really special about Isla Vista,” 
Aguilar continued.  

Flaherty said that the 
commission hopes to involve a 
diverse group of people within 
I.V. in highlighting local talent 
so that events feel inclusive to all 
residents, not just students. 

“I would love to involve as 
many different communities as 
possible [like] the UCSB student 
population, and also the SBCC 
student population is really strong 

... I would absolutely love to 
have students involved in that,” 
Flaherty said. “There are a lot 
of really amazing organizations 
that are either students-run or 
are involved with that. I think it 
would be an incredible asset in 
this.” 

Flaherty also envisions events 
involving local businesses, 
which could help the businesses 
with incurred losses from the 
pandemic. 

“We’ve all seen small 
businesses really suffer [during 
the pandemic], and I.V. is such a 
close community and it’s really 
hard seeing businesses go out 
of business and so I think that 
[involving local businesses] could 
be a really powerful part of [this 
project],” Flaherty said. 

Bertrand, Flaherty and Aguilar 
all stressed that they are only in 
the beginning stages of creating 
nightlife events for a post-
pandemic I.V. and that they are 
excited to hear what nighttime 
activities the community wants 
to see before implementing any 
ideas at the community meeting 
in March.

Continued from p.1

CSD Brings Nightlife to I.V.
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SPORTSAfter yet another injury to a 
center back, Liverpool might as 
well take out an ad in the Nexus 

this week for a defender.

Armchair QB
Shortstop McClain O’Connor was named 

the Big West Field Player of the Week 
following his .444 batting average this week, 

in addition to knocking in 7 runs for the 
Gauchos.

UCSB Baseball

Tiberius Hernandez
Staff Writer
 
 With their back-to-back wins 
against the Cal State Bakersf ield 
Roadrunners this weekend, the 
UC Santa Barbara men’s bas-
ketball team has made history 
by breaking the school’s all-time 
win streak with their current 
12-0 game run. 
 The Friday game was shaping 
up to be a quality win, but a late 
rally by the Roadrunners made for 
a scrappy last 5 minutes in which 
the Gauchos still managed to 
secure a 71-66 win. On Saturday, 
however, the Gauchos gained 
enough momentum to execute a 
63-44 rout of the Runners. 
 Going into this week, the 
Gauchos have a conference 
record of 10-2 and are currently 
the predicted favorites to hold 
onto the top-seed spot for the Big 
West Conference championship 
tournament in March.

The Gauchos’ leading 
scorer, senior guard JaQuori 
McLaughlin, also had a historic 
weekend; on Friday, he became 
the third Gaucho to ever score 
a total of 1,000 points while 

also having 300 assists. Junior 
forward Miles Norris also had an 
exceptional weekend, scoring a 
personal career-high 27 points on 
81.8% shooting from the f ield and 
80% from deep in the Saturday 
rematch against Bakersf ield, 
leading the team to its decisive 
victory.

Friday’s game was initially a 
very even defensive matchup, 
with both teams letting it f ly from 
midrange and beyond; however, 
with Santa Barbara outshooting 
Bakersf ield in the f irst half by 
48.3% to 44.4% from the f ield 
and 40% to 28.6% from behind 
the arc, the Gauchos were able to 
build a 14-point lead in the f irst 
half, which would eventually be 
cut to 10 by halftime. Things got 
worse for the Runners when their 
forward Shawn Stith took a hard 
fall in the paint, sidelining their 
best paint f inisher and impacting 
the rhythm of their offense.

The second half saw Santa 
Barbara build their largest lead 
yet of 19, but that soon fell apart 
when the motivated Runners 
squad started a comeback push 
late in the game as the Gauchos 
got sloppy. Starting with a clutch 

jumper by substitute Grehlon 
Easter with 3:33 left in the game, 
the Runners went on a 7-0 run 
to make it a 2-possession game 
with half a minute left at 63-67. 
With 13 seconds left, Easter 
made a crunch-time 3-pointer 
to make the score 66-69, but an 
intentional foul on McLaughlin 
let the veteran Gaucho ice the 
game by making 2 free-throws 
with 7 seconds left to hold onto 
the win. Overall, it was the depth 
of the Roadrunners that made for 
a close game, with their bench 
scoring a staggering 40 points 
compared to Santa Barbara’s 16.

Saturday’s matchup proved 
to be much less close, with 
the Gauchos’ offense starting 
the game on a 7-0 run and 
holding the lead for the entire 
game. It was not just a scoring 
exhibition, however, as Santa 
Barbara’s defense put the clamps 
on Bakersf ield, holding the 
Roadrunners to single digits until 
there was 8:32 left in the f irst 
half. It was earlier in the f irst half 
that Norris started his personal-
best scoring rampage by draining 
a jumper from behind the arc, 
kicking off an 18-point half for 

the junior who, by the end of the 
night, was also the top scorer of 
the game by a margin of 18.

The latter half of Saturday’s 
competition started with a score 
of 39-21 in Santa Barbara’s favor. 
While Norris continued his 
offensive crusade, the Gauchos 
also exhibited their team’s 
shooting abilities, netting 15 
points from downtown on 50% 
shooting. 

It was with 6:20 left in the game 
that Josh Pierre-Louis would 
drain a 3-pointer to acquire the 
team’s largest lead of the game: 
24 points. This would also be 
the last bucket for the Gauchos, 
but they wouldn’t need another 
as the ‘Chos held on for a 63-44 
victory.

The Gauchos now have a 
commanding lead in the Big 
West and will face off against 
the Highlanders of UC Riverside 
in an away series this Friday and 
Saturday.

 As the Gauchos look to expand 
their already historic win streak 
and defend their lead at the top 
of the Big West standings, this 
weekend is sure to bring some 
exhilarating basketball.

UCSB Extends Historic Win Streak to 12 Games

Nexus File Photo

Gauchos Tie Program Record for 3-Pointers in Victory
Ella Wiemann
Staff Writer

The visiting UC Santa Barbara women’s 
basketball team defeated the California 
State University Bakersf ield Roadrunners 
with a f inal score of 77-63 on Friday 
night at the Icardo Center, shattering 
CSUB’s two-game winning streak. 

With this win, the Gauchos improved 
their record to 4-12 overall and 4-8 in 
Big West Conference play. UCSB remains 
at No. 8 in the Big West, while CSU 
Bakersf ield dropped to No. 5 in the 
conference. 

The Gauchos were seen throughout 
the game consistently holding up three 
f ingers in the air as they ran back to play 
defense, signifying a made 3-point f ield 
goal. 

In total, the Gauchos connected on 
15 3-point shots from the f ield, tying a 
program record in the process. 

In all, the Gauchos shot 15 for 27 from 
behind the arc, making a sizzling 56% 
3-point shot rate. Overall for the game, 
the Gauchos shot 44% from the f ield 
versus the Roadrunners’ 40%.  

The Gauchos were once again led 
by forward/guard Taylor Mole. Mole 

recorded 20 points, 14 rebounds and 4 
assists to go along with her 4 blocks and 
2 steals. It was quite a night for the junior 
transfer from Colorado State. 

Mole leads the entire Big West 
Conference in rebounds per game with 
an average of 10.

 She is also fourth in the conference for 
points per game with a whopping average 
of 15.2, as well as second in blocks per 
game with an average of 1.8. 

UCSB had an astonishing four 
additional players f inish with double 
digits for points scored in the game. 

Senior shooting guard Doris Jones had 
15, senior point guard Danae Miller had 
14, senior guard Megan Anderson had 
12 and freshman guard Alyssa Marin 
f inished with 11 points.

In their previous match up in December 
of the 2019-20 season, the Roadrunners 
were able to overcome a 14-point def icit 
to defeat the Gauchos, but on Friday 
night, that was not the case. 

The Roadrunners clawed their way 
back to come within 9 points of the 
Gauchos at the 1:49 mark of the fourth 
quarter but were unable to mount another 
comeback in this contest. 

Prior to Friday’s game, the Gauchos 

were 6-4 against the Roadrunners with 
only two wins against CSUB at away 
games. 

With this win, the Gauchos have 
broken their Icardo Center losing streak 
against the Roadrunners. 

The two teams were poised to play 
each other again the next day on Saturday 
afternoon, but the game was canceled due 
to the CSUB Roadrunners suspending all 
women basketball operations as a result 
of university and department-wide health 
and safety protocols.

The Gauchos have four games remaining 
in their regular season schedule. The f inal 
two home games of the 2020-21 season 
will be played on Feb. 26 and 27 against 
the UC Riverside Highlanders. With the 
Gauchos only sitting one game behind 
Riverside, that game will be crucial for 
the Gauchos’ chances to improve their 
seeding in the Big West Tournament.

The game on Feb. 27 is also set to 
coincide with UCSB’s Senior Night, in 
which the team honors all the current 
seniors for their contributions to the 
program. The last two games will be 
played at Cal Poly in San Luis Obispo on 
March 5 and 6, in this year’s rendition of 
the blue-green rivalry game. Nexus File Photo

Despite Brady’s Latest Title, Williams Remains G.O.A.T.
Jai Uparkar
Staff Writer

Arguments over which athlete is the Greatest 
of All Time have been hotly contested time 
and time again. This debate was revitalized 
after Tom Brady, at the age of 43 and after 
moving to the Tampa Bay Buccaneers, won his 
7th Super Bowl title. 

Given his old age, ability to bring a national 
championship to Tampa Bay after 18 years 
and dominant wins, the Internet was buzzing 
with claims of Brady being the  Greatest of 
All Time (G.O.A.T). As these claims surfaced, 
huge rebuttals surfaced on Twitter and TikTok 
as to why and how Serena Williams, not Brady, 
is the G.OA.T. 

First, let’s bring out their stats. Williams 
has won 4 Olympic gold medals and a total 
of 39 Grand Slam titles — 23 in singles, 14 in 
women’s doubles and 2 in mixed doubles. 

Out of the multitude of records that she 
holds, some of the most impressive include 
holding the second most Grand Slam singles 
titles, being the oldest player to hold the No. 1 
women’s ranking and being the only person in 
history to win 3 of the 4 Grand Slams 6 times. 
Her powerful style of playing and athleticism 
revolutionized women’s tennis forever. 

Brady’s humble beginnings as the 199th 

overall pick in the sixth round of the NFL Draft 
is nothing but inspirational. He’s appeared 
in the Super Bowl 10 times, having won 7 
of those titles. Brady led the Patriots to 17 
division titles. He is the NFL leader in career 
passing yards, attempts, completions and 
touchdown passes. While he holds a myriad 
of other records, he also holds the record for 
career quarterback wins, quarterback playoff 
wins and Super Bowl MVP awards. He’s the 
only quarterback to win a Super Bowl in three 
dif ferent decades and has won more Super 
Bowls than any other NFL franchise. After 
Super Bowl LV, he became the player with the 
most championships in NFL history.

It’s clear by looking at both of these athletes 
that age is just a number. 

Williams is currently 39 years old, a mother 
and still making consistent appearances at 
Grand Slam f inals and winning tournaments. 
At the age of 43, Brady has just won his 
seventh Super Bowl. Moreover, he is the oldest 
starting quarterback to win a Super Bowl, a 
Super Bowl MVP and a league MVP. 

Regardless of their impressive achievements, 
longevity and transcendence in their respective 
sports,  Williams is by far a more impressive 
and iconic athlete than Brady.

Williams competes in the Women’s Tennis 
Association (WTA), a worldwide professional 

tennis tour for women. 
For the past 25 years, Williams has been 

competing with the best female tennis athletes 
in the world and consistently outplaying them 
to win the most prestigious and important 
tennis tournaments (Grand Slams). 

Brady, on the other hand, competes in the 
NFL, a professional American football league 
with only 32 teams. Brady is only competing 
with the best football athletes in America, at a 
national level. 

Although football is considered to be an 
American sport, there are about 80 countries 
around that world that have organized 
federations for the sport. 

Secondly, Williams has come to dominate 
her individual sport. 

It is Willaims, and absolutely no one else, 
who is responsible for her success and wins on 
the court. 

She has no teammates to rely or depend on 
to win. Everything she does on the court is the 
product of her talents alone, and no one else’s. 
Brady, however, plays a team sport. Everything 
he does as a quarterback is contingent on the 
abilities of his frontline players, wide receivers 
and running backs. All of Brady’s wins have 
come from the talents of his teammates, not 
just his own. Albeit, tennis and football are 
completely dif ferent sports, but the amount 

of Grand Slams Williams has won and the 
domination she held over an individual sport 
for the past 20 years is more impressive than 
anything Brady has done. 

Moreover, Williams won her 2017 Australian 
Open title while being eight weeks pregnant. 
After giving birth to her daughter in 2017, 
Williams’ health was in critical danger after 
developing blood clots which required multiple 
surgeries and caused her to be bed ridden 
for weeks. Most female athletes, after child 
birth, are not able to return to the same level 
at which they once played. While managing 
motherhood and tennis, Williams has managed 
to reach. 

However, after having given birth, Williams 
has reached 4 Grand Slams but has been 
unable to win any of those f inals.  

Both of these athletes have transformed 
their sport and will be remembered for years 
to come. But claiming that Tom Brady is 
the G.O.A.T. is an injustice and disservice 
to Serena Williams, a Black woman who 
overcame a great deal of racism to dominate 
in a primarily white sport. 

Her longevity and dominance in the sport 
has made her an international icon identif iable 
by just her f irst name. 

Williams is simply the G.O.A.T. No question 
about it. 
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Shift in NBA Playstyle Extends Careers of Players
Brandon Victor
Sports Editor

Older generat ions of 
basketball players and fans 
love to talk down on the 
current game. Watch a single 
episode of “Inside the NBA” 
and you’ll likely f ind Shaquille 
O’Neal complaining about the 
contemporary NBA. Whether 
it’s drawing complaints about 
the lack of physicality or the 
myriad of 3-pointers, today’s 
playstyle has garnered plenty 
of criticism.

However, this playstyle 
comes with an unintended 
benef it: the extension of 
careers in the NBA. 

Without a doubt, players are 
able to play for longer and at 
a higher level than they did 
in the past. The most obvious 
example would be LeBron 
James — arguably still the best 
player in the NBA at the ripe 
age of 36. But James’ size, elite 
basketball IQ and strength 
make him more the exception 
rather than the rule. 

Simi larly, Chr is Paul 
continues to put up elite 
numbers at the point guard 
position, despite both his age 
(35) and litany of past muscle 
injuries. 

While Paul’s recent change 
to a vegan diet seems to have 
helped immensely, he too has 
one of the best basketball IQs 
in the history of the game — 
something that doesn’t fade 
with time. 

If anything, his decision-
making has improved as he’s 
gotten older and older — which 
is ref lected in his elite assist-
to-turnover ratio.

John Stockton and Steve 
Nash were both able to play 
elite basketball well into their 

30s as well, suggesting that 
elite point guards can f ind 
ways to contribute without 
relying directly on their 
athleticism.

Instead, I want to focus 
on role players: players who 
weren’t blessed with the size 
and strength of James and 
who aren’t one of the top point 
guards of all time like Paul.

For starters, the game’s 
current prioritization on the 
3-pointer allows players to 
contribute long after their 
athleticism starts to wane. In 
recent memory, guards such 
as Vince Carter and Jason 
Kidd were able to extend their 
careers by becoming solid 
3-point shooters. In addition, 
players like J.J. Redick and 
Kyle Korver have continued 
to serve a role on elite teams 
due to their spot-up shooting. 
While these players can 
sometimes become a liability 
on defense as they age, their 
ability to spread the f loor 
and open up the offense is 
desperately needed in today’s 
game.

But this phenomenon 
extends beyond just guards. 

Big men are now able to 
extend their careers by 
operating as f loor spacers and 
jump shooters even as their 
post offense and defense play 
begins to decline. 

Even at age 36, Marc Gasol 
continues to play a role on 
elite teams due to his post 
passing and ability to hit jump 
shots. 

Paul Millsap also just turned 
36, but his jump shooting and 
clever play has allowed him to 
continue to be an asset to an 
up-and-coming Nuggets team.

In addition to the newfound 
focus on 3-point shooting, the 

decreased level of physicality 
in today’s game has also likely 
extended the careers of these 
players. 

First and foremost, these 
players are taking less contact 
than in the past, which allows 
their bodies to have less wear 
and tear as they get older. 

In addit ion, because 
defenders must allow the 
offensive player free movement, 
crafty older players can take 
advantage of this to create 
space. 

Perhaps the best example of 
this is with Paul; while Paul 
may have lost his former elite 
quickness, his ball handling 
allows him to create space for 
his stellar mid-range jumper. 

In the past, defenders would 
have been all over Paul, but in 
today’s game, Paul will punish 
defenders who play him too 
tight with his rip-through 
move — a move that draws a 
foul nearly every time. Much 
like 3-point shooting, free-
throw shooting is a skill that 
ages like f ine wine.

Because of this change in 
physicality, players are able 
to use their craftiness to drive 
to the bucket rather than just 
relying on athleticism.

So, sure, to older generations 
the game may not be as gritty 
or as aesthetic, but today’s 
game has allowed players to 
compete at both an elite and 
a productive level for longer 
than ever before. 

These trends also aren’t 
showing any signs of letting 
up, and if anything, the focus 
on the three-pointer seems 
to become more and more 
intense every single year. 

In the future, don’t be 
surprised if player longevity 
becomes the norm.

Quicker, Less Physical Style of Play Allows NHL 
Players To Play Longer

Preston Espar
Staff Writer

Due to rule updates and 
changes in the style of play, 
hockey has evolved in a way 
that allows for older players to 
perform at a level never seen 
before in the NHL. 

 Players like Sidney Crosby, 
Alexander Ovechkin, Joe 
Thornton and Patrick Marleau 
are well over a decade into 
their professional careers and 
still put up numbers that show 
the NHL front of f ices that 
they deserve roster spots. 

 In recent years , goal-
scoring has gone up in the 
NHL. 

For the past four seasons, the 
average goals per game in the 
NHL has increased and shows 
little signs of slowing down. 
Many players, speci f ica l ly 
goaltenders, attribute this to 
the fact that the NHL has 
shrunk goalie equipment in 
recent years to allow for more 
scoring opportunities. 

These goalies have spoken 
out against these new changes.

 “I’m not happy about it 
because it ’s my job,” said 
Winnipeg Jets goaltender 
Connor Hellebuyck in a 2018 
interview with NBC Sports. 
“And really what they want is 
[for] me to be worse.”

 By g iving players more 
net space to score goals, 
older players who are worn 
down by the wear and tear 
of multiple hockey seasons 
are now able to create more 
goa l-scor ing oppor tunit ies 
that otherwise would not 
have been there. The pace of 
play has also contributed a 
role in the increase of these 
opportunities.

 The NHL game is getting 
faster. 

Nowadays, most teams have 

abandoned the philosophy of 
smashing the opposing team 
against the boards and have 
adopted a more spaced-out 
style of play that creates more 
shots on goal. 

Because of this ideology 
switch, older players are not 
as susceptible to body damage 
as they once were. This style 
of play has also af fected one 
of the most popular aspects of 
hockey: f ighting.

 As goal-scoring goes up in 
the NHL, f ighting goes down. 

Players no longer want to 
spend f ive minutes in the 
penalty box when they could 
be scoring goals and helping 
out their team instead. 

No longer having to worry 
about being punched in the 
face, older hockey players can 
focus more on their of fensive 
game while also lengthening 
their careers. 

 “It does a lot of damage, 
let’s just leave it at that,” said 
retired Chicago Blackhawks 
player Daniel Carci l lo in 
a 2019 interview with The 
Christian Science Monitor 
about NHL f ighting. 

 With the high r isk of 
physical damage out of the 
picture, older players can 
enjoy longer professional 
careers with less of a chance 
of suf fering broken noses. 
Instead of play ing the 
unof f ic ia l enforcer role , 
now all players can focus on 
scoring.

 With these rule changes 
and alterations in how players 
play, hockey athletes can now 
enjoy professional success 
well into their late 30s and 
early 40s. 

Gordie Howe — the famed 
hockey player who enjoyed a 
26-year-long NHL career and 
had a 100-point season at age 
40 — was once an anomaly, but 

recent trends indicate that he 
may now become the norm. 

In today’s game, Thornton 
and Marleau are just two 
examples of players who are 
still playing into their 40s — 
with both athletes currently 

age 41. 
While Thornton has dealt 

with injuries this year, he has 
racked up nine points in the 
nine games that he’s played 
for the Toronto Maple Leafs.

Despite being “only” 35 

years old, Ovechkin is still 
playing at an elite level. In 
his 13 games this season, the 
Russian winger has 6 goals 
and 9 assists to his name, and 
is only a few seasons removed 
from leading the Capitals to 

the Stanley Cup.
No matter the reasoning, it 

is clear that hockey players 
are able to perform at a high 
level for much longer in their 
careers than players of the 
past.

Photo courtesy of Wikimedia
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NEXUSTENTIALISM
It’s Satire, Stupid.

Raffi Torres
Alumni Correspondent

It is safe to say COVID-19 has drastically altered 
the ways in which all of us choose to live our lives. 
From inserting anxiety into our weekly trip to the 
grocery store, preventing us from seeing our loved 
ones and forcing that one girl you know to not 
post her whole weekend on her Instagram story, 
this disease has left many people struggling to 
adapt to this pre-vaccine world we are living in. 

Naturally, this struggle has affected people’s 
sex lives, as our sources in the field have reported 
that many individuals have not “busted a nut” in 
months due to the lack of social events and fear 
of spreading the disease. However, for the small 
demographic who aren’t fucking losers and totally 
fuck, a creative way to still have sex has emerged.

According to a recent study, the use of the sexual 
position called “reverse cowgirl” has risen 150% 
since March 2020. Reverse cowgirl, according to 
Urban Dictionary, is “a sexual position where the 
female is in a superior position by placing herself 
on top of the male and facing his feet.” Essentially, 
no face-to-face contact. Consequently, “doggy 

style” is also seeing an 118% increase, for when the 
girl gets tired of doing all the work.

“I have not kissed a man in months, and 
I’m loving life,” said Wynoma Rider, a local 
person who has sex. “Literally, I pull up to his 
apartment, f lop around for a little and then leave. 
No cuddling, no eye contact, nothing. I even wear 
my mask sometimes!”

Males seem to be enjoying the new trend as 
well.

“Yeah, it’s honestly chill,” said local resident 
Chad Brohanski. “We haven’t had to have the 
‘What are we?’ talk, and I honestly forgot what my 
hookup buddy looks like at this point.”

Will the impending vaccine change these trends 
in sexual habits? It is too early to tell. As of right 
now though, it’s not looking likely. The local simp 
population is apparently “devastated.”

“I am never looking a man in the face ever 
again,” Rider said. “Reverse cowgirl has changed 
my life for the greater good.”

“I said it was chill earlier, right?” Brohanski said.

Raffi Torres is even missing EOS right now. This is 
rock bottom.

Reverse Cowgirl Use Up 150% 
Amid Pandemic, Studies Show

Kathleen Santacruz
Staff Writer

ISLA VISTA — Just as the small county of Santa 
Barbara gained the title of having the highest 
COVID-19 spread of any county in California — 
making you wonder what institution there has the 
capacity to mess things up that fucking bad — one 
ex-partygoer from UCSB has decided to speak out 
about how their new skill of having compassion 
for others has changed their life (said ex-partygoer 
prefers to remain anonymous due to security 
reasons). “People are so much nicer to me now that 
I’ve realized their lives have importance,” they said 
after agreeing to a COVID-safe interview. 

Facing the difficult decision between partying 
and not permanently destroying another person’s 
life has been a daily struggle for this ex-partygoer. 
But now that they take pride in being a decent 
person, they say they’re never going back to life 
with the COVID partiers. They also mentioned 
that being around the partiers for too long had 
detrimental effects on their IQ. According to 
our sources, partiers are unable to spell difficult 
words like “vaccination” or “empathy,” and they 
can’t differentiate between “your” and “you’re,” 

which should have been a requirement on the UC 
application. We at Nexustentialism didn’t think that 
a 29.6% acceptance rate was really that high.

This ex-partygoer now spends their time social 
distancing and is no longer gaslighting people. 
They also take part in making fun of current 
COVID partygoers, laughing and pointing at how 
stupid they are with other Gauchos before their 
moods are quickly darkened by the reminder 
of currently soaring COVID rates in I.V. This 
ex-partygoer wishes that somehow the skill of 
having compassion for others could be passed onto 
those inconsiderate assholes but worries whether 
they would ever be intellectually capable of making 
such a big commitment. 

“I came to UCSB for the parties, but for the 
first time, I’m realizing that my actions can affect 
others, especially people most at risk for COVID,” 
the ex-partygoer said somberly. “By not going to 
parties, I feel like I’m actually contributing toward 
the safety of the community around me; I’m not 
just some parasite leeching off of an opportunity to 
drink by the beach.”

Kathleen Santacruz thinks that some bullying is OK 
in the case of people who throw “vaxination” parties.

Inspiring! Ex-COVID Partygoer 
Learns New Skill: How To Have 

Compassion for Others

Natalie Kothergirls
Staff Writer

Nexustentialism will continue to challenge the barriers 
of journalism — pushing the envelope to lengths that have 
previously gone unpushed. 

Since its inception, Nexustentialism has built a name for 
itself writing top-of-the-line (but sometimes mediocre) satire. 
Bringing you audience-favorite hits such as “New Study 
Finds Chancellor Yang Thick As Fuck” and “Chameleons: 
They Could Be Anywhere,” it has been the pride of our 
lives pumping out quality content the way political science 
majors keep pumping out mildly xenophobic comments. And 
while classics such as “Fuck You, Flavored Cream Cheese” 
will always hold a special place in our hearts, we have found 
it necessary to move on to bigger, bolder, more bountiful 
horizons of content. We have to go back to the source. We’ve 
got to start lying once more. 

We understand that this landmark decision may come with 
a sacrifice. We may have to put humor on the backburner 
to start prioritizing our real mission: spreading harmful 
misinformation as far and wide as we can. Though we admit 

we’ll miss headlines like “Confused Campus Republicans 
Storm UCen,” they seem to hit juuuuuuust too close to 
home for some of our precious loyal readers. After all — the 
Republicans of UCSB are indeed our target audience. In an 
effort to appease the righties, we’ll be taking a step back 
from all that politically charged hogwash and diving back 
into the content we know our readers love.

Look forward to headlines such as:

Chancellor Yang Actually Assless  
“Many people know and love Chancellor Yang, but not 

many people know this fun fact!”
Opinion: I Love Corona Virus!
“I never wanted to see my friends anyway! Don’t even get 

me started on masks — not having asthma has never felt 
better!”

UCSB Goes Bankrupt
“We did it. We finally ran out of money. We spent it all 

on Subway™.”

Natalie Kothergirls is Natalie Kothergirls’ real name.

Nexustentialism to Stop Writing Satire, 
Go Back to Plain Ol’ Lies

Emma Demorest 
Nexustentialism Editor 

ISLA VISTA — Though the effects of 
COVID-19 have rippled throughout the 
UC Santa Barbara community, a niche 
demographic of the Isla Vista population 
has undoubtedly faced the brunt of one 
of the deadliest aspects of the virus 
that mass media has neglected to cover. 
One student spoke to Nexustentialism 
to serve as a voice for a group that has 
experienced unprecedented hardship. 

Local “Ass Man” Barry Ashe has not 
been able to see a single buttock since 
Zoom schooling began and is having 
a hard time coping with the void that 
nothing seems to fill. “I’m an ass man, 
always have been, always will be.” 

While COVID schooling has been good 
to local “boob guys” — a demographic 
which is largely made up of Tinder fish-
holders — and “boob girls,” a considerably 
cooler group, online education has 
proved crippling for students like Ashe, 
who haven’t been able to delight in 
the bounties the Ass-Lover community 
usually enjoys from an in-person campus. 

“I haven’t seen the bottom half of a 
person in a whole ass —” At this point 
in the interview, Ashe paused. “Sorry, 
I’ll compose myself. It’s just a really 
emotional word for me right now — a 
whole ass year.” 

Ashe stated that he’s tried his best to 
appreciate the “butt of the chest,” but 
so far nothing’s come close to the deep 
crevasse and undeniable bounce of the 
derriere. 

Of course, it’s not just Ass Men 
experiencing this sombering posterior 
privation; Ass Women are also scraping 
the bottom of the barrel of quarantine’s 
assless hellscape. 

“I miss seeing a little action in a 
pair of Kohl’s jeans some physics guy’s 
mom bought for him,” said Ass Woman 
Junkina Trunk. “Or a little bounce of 
the butt-dough in some 5-inch inseams.” 
Trunk went on to admit that she’s had to 
watch playbacks of “that CNN election 
khaki pants guy” just to satisfy her 
unquenchable thirst for a little back 
action. 

To help others cope, Junk and Ashe 
plan to host monthly support groups 
for Isla Vista ass lovers to express their 
grief and longing in a safe and supportive 
space. 

“People in our community are going 
through so much right now,” said Trunk. 
“It’s so important to help out where you 
can.” 

Junk and Ashe noted that the meetings 
will include talk-spaces where attendees 
can recount the good ol’ days, as well as 
a slideshow of notable asses to ease the 
pain of what Zoom has taken from them.

Nexustentialism’s thoughts and prayers 
are with the ass-loving community, and 
is hoping the vaccine rollout will allow 
all asses to assume their rightful place on 
campus once again. 

Emma Demorest is not affiliated with the 
Ass-Lover community but appreciates their 
craft and respect for the boobs of the leg.

Zoom Schooling Proving 
Difficult for Local “Ass 

Lovers” 

EMMA DEMOREST  / DAILY NEXUS 
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Storytelling has long been the 
core of the human experience, 
and during this implacable 
pandemic, the value of forming 
social connections has never 
been more underscored. 
“Waiting On Host,” a COVID-
19-inspired student f ilm from 
UC Santa Barbara’s crew 
production class, is one example 
of how storytelling has adapted 
to these lonesome and troubling 
times. 

The f ilm, set during the 
pandemic, is about Jennifer, a 
professional dancer who lands 
an audition for a coveted 
role only to f ind out that her 
grandmother has tested positive 
for COVID-19. Forced to choose 
between her loved ones and 
the future she’s worked so 
hard for, Jennifer embarks on 
an emotional journey during a 
diff icult time for her and her 
family. 

“Obviously, the story is very 
personal,” Jon Peter Lewis, 
a third-year f ilm and media 
studies major and the director 
and screenwriter of the f ilm, 
said. “I think a lot of experiences 
that we’re having, even though 
they’re sl ight ly di f ferent 
because of our di f ferent 
circumstances, are generally 
the same. We’re all waiting to 
see what happens next; we’re 
in this place of limbo and also 
feeling incredibly isolated 

throughout this process.”
Lewis is no stranger to the 

entertainment industry — having 
spent 15 years as a musician and 
appearing as a f inalist on both 
“American Idol” and “The Voice” 
—  but he decided to come back 
to school to pursue f ilmmaking, 
which he describes as his “real 
passion.” 

“I started editorializing 
my experiences not through 
music but through videos and 
animations and doing that sort 
of storytelling,” Lewis explained. 
“Since then, I’ve had a series of 
projects that have begun to point 
me in this direction and now, 
[‘Waiting On Host’] is sort of the 
culmination of all of those small 
experiences.” 

Although the initial script read 
more like satire, Lewis was forced 
to write a new draft when new 
COVID-19 restrictions nullif ied 
the premise of the f ilm. When he 
went back to the drawing board, 
he decided that he wanted the 
story to be a more “thoughtful 
exploration” into this momentous 
period in everyone’s lives. 

“I wrote the original draft 
in three days, and I have been 
revising the script ever since. 
The process has been about 
ref inement and continuing to 
identify the core of the story,” 
Lewis said. 

This project is also a remarkable 
achievement for f irst-time

producer Leilani Durden, a 
fourth-year film and media 
studies and Spanish double major.  

Durden spent her high school 
years in front of the camera as an 
actress and didn’t start working 
behind the scenes until she came 
to UCSB, but looking back, she 
could see that the producing bug 
had always been there. 

“I would always watch the 
extras that would be provided on 
DVDs, and I would watch the film 
again with the voiceovers from 
the directors and the producers 
and the actors because I just loved 
hearing the details about how this 
film actually came together,” she 
revealed. “No sane person goes 
through hours of extras unless 
they’re interested in production.” 

As for how she feels about 
making her producing debut 
during the pandemic, Durden says 
that there is a silver lining despite 
the circumstances. 

“I’m not upset that I have 
to produce during [COVID-
19] because now I see that my 
standards are now technically 
‘above and beyond,’” she said. “For 
the future, I know how to be 
cautious but I’m also learning how 
to be patient. I think I’ve learned 
how to be a more efficient person 
and a more efficient producer.” 

Needless to say, the current 
circumstances are less than ideal 
for a film shoot, but the crew 
quickly habituated themselves 

to the unofficial sponsor of the 
pandemic: Zoom. “We have 
multiple people on the call but 
we use the ‘hide non-video 
participants’ setting so we can 
have multiple people recording 
the Zoom session but their faces 
or their boxes won’t show up,” 
Durden explained. “We just do 
that for redundancy and to make 
sure that everything that 
gets captured is of good quality. 
We upload the footage to an 
online database, our editors chop 
up the scenes and we build from 
there.” 

The entertainment industry 
as a whole has transformed 
substantially in the past year 

and the pandemic has given 
both studios and audiences the 
opportunity to ref lect on the 
changes that are necessary in the 
film business in a post-COVID 
society. 

“Right now, the film industry is 
transitioning to the small screen, 
but theater attendance was down 
even before, and I think that trend 
will likely continue,” Lewis said. 
“I would love to see the industry 
explore other mediums, like VR. I 
would love to see a movie in VR.” 

For Durden, inclusion and 
representation, both in front of 
and behind the cameras, has never 
been more important, especially 
in the wake of far-reaching social 

activism movements of the past 
year. “I would love to see more 
Asian people, more Indigenous 
people and more Black people of 
all skin tones on the screen,” she 
said. “I just want to see film as 
what the world really is and not 
what we personify the world to 
be.” 

“Waiting On Host,” which is 
expected to wrap post-production 
by the end of winter quarter, 
does not have a set premiere 
date as of now as the department 
continues to look for COVID-
friendly exhibition alternatives for 
the near future. In the meantime, 
more information can be found on 
Instagram at @waitingonhost.

Rachel Lim
Reporter

On Feb. 16, native elders from 
the Coastal Band of the Chumash 
Nation and Indigenous activists 
came together to lead a discussion 
about the significance of sacred 
land to Native American cultures 
and to explore UC Santa Barbara’s 
legacy as a land-grabbing 
university, as well as the University 
of California’s role in funding the 
Thirty Meter Telescope (TMT) 
on Mauna Kea, a sacred volcano 
on the island of  Hawai’i. 

The panel, called 
“Understanding the Sacred: 
Listening to Indigenous People 
and Land,” was held by UCSB’s 
MultiCultural Center as part 
of its Conscious Conversations 
Series and was co-sponsored 
by the Mauna Kea Protectors, a 
group fighting for the immediate 
termination of the construction of 
the telescope.

The conversation began with a 
question about the meaning 
of sacred land, as Hawaiian studies 

educator Lanakila Mangauil 
explained that there are several 
interconnected foundations to the 
concept such as historical 
significance, ancestral connections 
and the “akua,” the Hawaiian 
word for the gods.

Puanani Apoliona-Brown, a 
native Hawaiian rights activist 
and representative of Uprooted 
& Rising — an organization 
campaigning for food sovereignty 
— also spoke to/about the 
reciprocity of the land, adding 
that “if you take care of the land, 
the land will in turn take care of 
you.” 

From a traditionally Western 
perspective, the synchronization 
of biodiversity and land 
cultivation is not viewed as 
valuable as maximizing resources 
and introducing new species, all 
while displacing native people 
who have cared for the land for 
centuries. When asked about her 
organization, Maura Sullivan, a 

doctoral student and member of 
the Coastal Band of the Chumash 
Nation, said that her activism 
is inspired by her childhood 
experiences growing up with 
nature in her Chumash homelands. 
According to Sullivan, the recent 
proposal from the U.S. Forest 
Service for tree-logging in Pine 
Mountain to prevent fires “plays 
on our fears and our traumas as 
people who have suffered through 
catastrophic fires.”

The UC system has a messy 
history of prof iting from 
networks of land taken from 
native people, Mia Lopez, a 
cultural representative and 
former tribal leader for the 
Coastal Band of the Chumash 
Nation, explained. She said 
that the people who gave 
permission to the governments 
and institutions to trade these 
lands were not a part of the 
communities to which they 
belonged. 

“What I don’t see is our 

villages. What I don’t see is 
our plants. That’s what we 
need to know about,” she said. 

When asked about UCSB’s 
role in the TMT program, 
Mangauil went into detai l 
about his communication with 
Chancellor Henry T. Yang. 
A few years ago, Mangauil 
said he spoke with Chancellor 
Yang in Honolulu to share 
stories about Native Hawaiian 
culture as part of his mission 
to recognize humanity in 
others to build support in the 
f ight for the UC’s divestment 
in TMT. 

Many in the audience 
expressed thei r d i smay 
in the chancellor and his 

administration in turning their 
back on these injustices,    
even adding a slew of snake 
emojis into the Zoom chat 
when mentioned.

Lopez chimed in about how 
the Chumash do not want 
another Indigenous culture 
to be lost in the way others 
have and therefore are actively 
f ighting against the TMT 
project. She asserted that there 
is a feeling of invisibility that 
native people face on their own 
land, stressing the importance 
of having a relationship and 
maintaining connections with 
larger institutions l ike the 
University of California.     

As students and activists 

are cal l ing on the UCSB 
administration to create an 
Indigenous studies program, 
Mangaui l mentioned that 
higher education can be 
changed from within as more 
native students are attending 
these colleges and forcing 
the administration to listen 
to their voices. Lopez added 
that the university should also 
work on improving 
relationships with local tribes 
and listening to their demands. 

“The need for change is so 
urgent,” said Apoliona-Brown. 
“This Earth is not disposable 
and we need to incorporate 
Indigenous knowledge.”

“Waiting on Host”: UCSB Filmmakers on Shooting During the Pandemic

KELLY YAN /  DAILY NEXUS 

UCSB MultiCultural Center Presents: “Understanding the 
Sacred: Listening to Indigenous People and Land”
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The panelists discussed the significance of sacred land to Indigenous 
cultures and their communities.
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Stephanie Gerson
Staff Writer

I always love playing with different textures and colors in my 
cooking. When I made burrito bowls the other night, I knew my 
basic base of beans, rice, lettuce and guacamole needed a little 
something extra. So, I whipped up a super simple cabbage slaw, and 
it tied the dish together perfectly! I love how adding a few squeezes 
of lime and a sprinkle of cilantro brings out the fresh and tangy 
f lavors of this side dish. Ditch your typical, soggy coleslaw and try 
out this new take on slaw! 
Prep Time: 10 minutes
Serves: 6 

Ingredients:
•	 ½ of a purple cabbage, sliced
•	 1 red bell pepper, sliced
•	 ½ cup chopped cilantro
•	 1 clove garlic, pressed or chopped
•	 2 tablespoons olive oil
•	 ¼ cup lime juice
•	 Salt and pepper to taste

Directions:
1. Thinly slice the bell pepper and cabbage into small strips. Place 

both ingredients into a large serving bowl. 
2. Mince or press the garlic and roughly chop the cilantro. Toss 

the garlic and cilantro in with the sliced pepper and cabbage.
3. Add the olive oil, lime juice, salt and pepper to the bowl. The 

slaw should be well coated with olive oil and lime juice but not too 
soggy.

4. Serve your slaw on top of your burrito bowl or a main dish of 
your choosing and enjoy!

Since cabbage is a heartier vegetable, this slaw can be enjoyed 
for up to four days. This recipe is super easy to make and pairs 
well with almost any entree, so it’s a great dish to meal prep for 
the week. If you want to upgrade this basic recipe, try adding in 
shredded carrots, chopped pineapple, pine nuts and your favorite 
salad dressing! I hope that this slaw will become a staple recipe in 
your kitchen!

10 Minute Purple Cabbage Slaw

Blackberry-Jalapeño Margarita

Chace Duma
On the Menu Asst. Editor

When I was a kid, I would take a bowl into the 
backyard and create “potions.” I’d muddle together 
rocks, f lowers, grass … anything I could find really, 
and mix them with water to create my magical elixirs. 
I’ve always been fascinated with this kind of pseudo-
alchemy, mixing different ingredients together to create 
something entirely original. Now that I’m 21, I’ve moved 
on to creating more digestible elixirs: cocktails. When I 
have the time, I love mixing complicated drinks that feel 
more or less like I’m that 5-year-old kid creating some 
kind of potion. Only, a 5-year-old who’s about to get a 
buzz going. This blackberry-jalapeño margarita fits that 
bill, and the end product is far more delicious than any 
dirt-and-grass drink I made when I was 5. 

While most margaritas use tequila as their base, 
this one uses mezcal — a spirit mainly produced in 
Oaxaca, Mexico. Both tequila and mezcal are made 
by fermenting the hearts of the agave plant in water. 
However, in the production of mezcal, the agave 
undergoes an extra step before fermentation: cooking. 
The agave hearts are baked for days in pits dug in the 
ground, similar to the process used for barbacoa. This 
extra step gives the end product a delicious smoky 
f lavor that, in my opinion, puts it a step above tequila. 

Ingredients:
For the blackberry-jalapeño syrup

•	 1 cup water
•	 1 cup sugar
•	 1 whole jalapeño 
•	 1 6 oz package of blackberries (setting 5 aside)

For the margarita 
•	 3 blackberries for muddling, 2 for garnish

•	 1 lime
•	 1 ½ oz mezcal of your choice
•	 ½ oz blackberry-jalapeño syrup
•	 Salt

Directions: 
For the blackberry-jalapeño syrup

1. Slice the jalapeño into rounds and roughly chop 
the blackberries. Add them to a medium-sized 
pot on the stove.  

2. Add the water and the sugar to the pot and turn 
the heat on high. 

3. Whisk until the sugar has completely dissolved 
and bring to a boil. 

4. Strain into a mason jar or container of your 
choice. 

For the margarita
1. Cut the lime in half and swipe it along the rim of 

your glass. Pour some salt on a plate and roll the 
rim of the glass in the salt. If it doesn’t stick, swipe 
again with the lime.  

2. Muddle 3 blackberries in the bottom of the glass, 
then fill the glass with ice. 

3. Add the juice from your lime, the mezcal and 
a half-ounce of the blackberry-jalapeño syrup 
into a cocktail shaker with ice and shake for 15 
seconds until chilled. 

4. Strain the drink into the glass. 
5. Put 2 blackberries on a toothpick or garnish 

spear, add to the drink and enjoy! 
If you’ve never tried mezcal, I think this drink will 

blow you away. It’s such a unique spirit and, when 
combined with the blackberry-jalapeño syrup, creates a 
beautifully complex and refreshing drink. 

Recipe adapted from “Beautiful Booze” by Natalie 
Migliarini and James Stevenson.

Halo Top Ice Cream Review

CHACE DUMA / DAILY NEXUS

Charlotte Glass
Staff Writer

For those who battle severe ice cream 
cravings and/or lactose intolerance, I advise 
you to read the following article.

The health food revolution of the past decade 
has created a new and thriving market for 
alternative forms of everyone’s favorite dessert: 
ice cream. In fact, the variety of brands, milk 
derivatives, supplements and f lavors that line 
grocery store freezer sections can appear 
rather overwhelming to a shopper. Despite 
the abundance of ice cream options, Halo 
Top, founded in 2012, has prevailed as the 
dominant ice cream alternative. In fact, the 
brand managed to beat out long-established 
companies such as Ben & Jerry’s and Häagen-
Dazs as the No. 1 selling pint of ice cream in 
the U.S. in 2017. Clearly, Halo Top has become 
a cult favorite. The company offers 25 different 
f lavors comprised of dairy, non-dairy and keto 
options, each of which contains less sugar, 
fewer calories and greater protein than your 
traditional pint. Last year the company even 
dropped a popsicle line. 

Now, I can get behind the move towards 
healthy ice cream. I do, however, feel the 
need to note that I’m using the term “healthy” 
very lightly. Ice creams advertised as healthy 
alternatives are, in fact, ice cream — they still 
contain great quantities of sugar, milk, artificial 
f lavorings and all sorts of chemicals that 
probably aren’t so great for the human body. 
That being said, companies like Halo Top seek 
to make your ice cream addiction a bit less 
detrimental to your health.    

Here’s my quick take of some of Halo Tops’ 
most intriguing delights.

Chocolate Chip Cookie Dough 
(5/10)

An age-old classic, chocolate chip 
cookie dough elicits a lot of expectations 
and, accordingly, opinions from ice cream 
connoisseurs. Unfortunately, I think cookie 
dough lovers would be unmoved by this f lavor. 
More than other pints, Chocolate Chip Cookie 
Dough reveals that Halo Top is not regular ice 
cream. Of course, one should not expect Halo 
Top to taste exactly like regular ice cream as 
it possesses its own f lavor profile. But a subpar 
vanilla base dominates this pint as measly 
morsels of cookie dough get lost in a cloud of 
mediocrity. 

Peanut Butter Cup (10/10)
Now this. Is. Something. Special. Thick 

dollops of f lavorful peanut butter complement 
a sweet, creamy base in a swirl of pure 

goodness. Even to those who wouldn’t consider 
themselves peanut butter fanatics, rest assured, 
you will be satisfied by this pint. Peanut Butter 
Cup is certainly the richest of the Halo Top 
f lavors I’ve sampled and, by virtue of that, 
bears the greatest resemblance to traditional 
ice cream. This f lavor is definitely a crowd 
pleaser. 

Mint Chip (10/10)
In one word: perfect. Full disclosure, I’m 

partial to this f lavor (it’s my personal favorite), 
but it’s also objectively really well done — I 
could not ask for more in a mint chip ice cream. 
Crisp, sweet, light, refreshing, the ice cream 
itself provides quite a delight. Furthermore, 
the chocolate chunks are just the right level 
of sweetness so that they complement, rather 
than overpower, each bite. If you’re a mint chip 
lover, this is — without a doubt — the Halo Top 
pint for you. 

Strawberry (4/10)
Unless you absolutely love strawberry ice 

cream (the type of love that you would never 
even think to get another f lavor), I wouldn’t 
recommend this pint. The level of creaminess 
and sweetness were ok, but the artif icial 
strawberry f lavoring brought this pint down 
in my book. To be blunt, this tasted like a 
diluted strawberry Starburst ice cream (if that’s 
a thing, anyway). Personally, I like strawberry 
ice cream to taste like actual strawberries. This 
just isn’t something I’d spend money on. 

Dairy-Free Peanut Butter 
Cup (10/10)

Just when I thought Halo Top’s regular 
Peanut Butter Cup could not be matched, 
this pint proved me wrong. The brand uses 
coconut milk for all of their dairy-free desserts, 
which, in the case of Peanut Butter Cup, 
contributed marvelously to the f lavor profile. 
In comparison to the regular Peanut Butter 
Cup, this pint contained a sweeter, softer 
base ice cream that served as an even more 
harmonious match to intermittent globs of 
salty peanut butter. Although both pints are 
superb, I would pick the non-dairy version of 
this f lavor in a heartbeat.  

All in all, I definitely recommend trying 
out Halo Top. I generally found it to be 
pretty hit or miss, but you’re sure to find your 
perfect pint with such a variety of f lavors and 
dietary options. Who knows, maybe you’ll f ind 
yourself reaching for a pint of Peanut Butter 
Cup instead of your trusty Phish Food. 

Obviously, alternative ice creams have come 
to stay. The real question is whether or not 
traditional ice creams will fade away.

CHARLOTTE GLASS / DAILY NEXUS
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Today, blue light-emitting 
diodes, or LEDs, quite literally 
surround us nearly everywhere 
we go. They are in our homes, 
our TVs and our phones.

The origin of blue LED 
technology traces back to Japan 
in the late ‘80s, at a small chemical 
and electronics company called 
Nichia Corporation. Shuji 
Nakamura  – a UC Santa Barbara 
faculty member since 2000 – 
developed this technology when 
he was a member of the research 
and development team at Nichia. 
His work has laid the foundation 
for much of the lighting 
technology we use today. 

On Feb. 2, Nakamura earned 
the Queen Elizabeth Prize for 
Engineering, one of the most 
prestigious awards in the f ield of 
engineering, for the development 
of  blue LED technology 
alongside his collaborators Isamu 
Akasaki, Nick Holonyak Jr., M. 
George Craford and Russell 
Dupuis.

In light of his recent award, 
Nakamura credits Chancellor 
Henry T. Yang and the UCSB staff 
and faculty of the engineering 
department for their support.

“Among the engineering 
prizes, the [Queen Elizabeth 
prize] is among the most 
prestigious because, you 
know, everyone knows Queen 
Elizabeth,” Nakamura said. “So 
I’m so surprised and happy. Since 
2000, Chancellor Henry Yang 
especially has supported me. I 
have been here for over 20 years, 
and without the support [of him, 

staff and faculty], I would not 
survive, so I appreciate them a 
lot.”

But back when blue LED 
technology was just a concept, 
Nakumura was just one of 160 
employees at Nichia. Despite 
his fervent desire to research 
and develop the technology, his 
proposal was initially rejected by 

his boss.
“Almost every time I talked 

to my boss, I’d joke, ‘Why don’t 
you do blue LED research at 
our company?’” Nakamura said. 
“[He’d respond,] ‘You’re joking. 
My company is small, we have no 
money, no brains, no background 
in semiconductor technology.’”

At the time, Nichia only 

specialized in preparing 
materials for traditional infrared 
and red LED lights. Nakamura 
was tasked with developing more 
conventional technology at the 
time and would be for nearly 
10 years, even though what he 
wanted to do was at the cutting 
edge. 

So Nakamura’s idea remained 

just that – an idea – for a decade, 
until he pitched the same idea 
directly to the chairman of 
Nichia, Nobuo Ogawa. Ogawa 
was willing to provide the 
funding for the research project 
and Nakamura was given the 
green light to develop blue light.

Blue LED was the f inal piece 
of the puzzle in creating the 

white LED light that f loods our 
lives today. Nakamura created a 
high-quality system to develop 
the growth of gallium nitride, 
which is a compound found in 
blue LED.

In 1993, Nakamura succeeded 
in making a prototype almost 
three times as bright as other 
blue LEDs developed at the time. 
In 1995, he developed a green 
LED of a similar magnitude of 
brightness. His work has made 
lighting and displays brighter 
and more eff icient and allowed 
for the creation of white LEDs. 
He is also credited for the blue 
laser diodes used in Blu-ray and 
HD DVDs. 

Since 1995, Nakamura has 
received numerous accolades for 
his achievements in the f ield, 
namely his efforts to create 
cheap and eff icient sources of 
light. He is now working on ways 
that LED and UV can be used 
to eradicate potential viruses 
on surfaces as general lighting 
in high-traff ic areas. Nakamura 
was famously awarded the Nobel 
Prize in Physics in 2014 for the 
invention of blue LED, alongside 
his collaborators Isamu Akasaki    
and Hiroshi Amano. 

Nakamura said that another 
current focus of his is laser 
lighting, which he says is more 
eff icient in material use and even 
brighter than LED lighting. 

“Laser lighting can extend one 
kilometer ahead,” Nakamura 
said. “LED lighting can only 
go 300 meters ahead. That is 
our dream right now. We are 
working very hard to develop 
eff icient power with UV and 
laser lighting.”

Sean Crommelin
Science Editor

Over the past two decades, 
American universities have become 
more racially diverse. From 
1996 to 2016, the percentage of 
undergraduate students of color in 
the United States increased from 
29.6% to 45.2%, according to a 
report by the American Council on 
Education.  

Despite these gains, however, 
S.T.E.M. fields remain skewed, 
with Black and Hispanic students 
signif icantly underrepresented. 
Zooming in on the demographics 
of faculty, staff and administrators 

in these fields, the majority of 
positions are filled by white people.

There are problems with this 
even beyond a socioeconomic lens, 
Sharon Tettegah, the director of the 
Center for Black Studies Research 
(CBSR) at UC Santa Barbara and 
a professor in the Department 
of Black Studies, explained in an 
interview with the Nexus. Since 
2018, when Tettegah first began 
working at UCSB, these issues have 
underpinned much of her work on 
campus.

“If you don’t have a diverse group 
of people involved in S.T.E.M. then 
you’re not going to have those 
voices, and innovation comes out of 

that diversity,” Tettegah said. 
Of particular importance 

for Tettegah   is   S.T.E.M. and 
data science engagement with 
underrepresented groups on 
campus. Tettagah has been working 
alongside Kenneth Kosik and 
Timothy Sherwood — the Harriman 
Professor of Neuroscience and 
a professor of computer science  
at UCSB, respectively — to bring 
in more people from historically 
underrepresented groups to data 
science and S.T.E.M. fields.

Tettegah and Kosik teamed up to 
establish the Neuro-Computational 
Center, which aims to bring more 
Black students into the field of 

neurocomputation with the help 
of mentors from historically 
underrepresented groups who  
work in the field. 

In addition, a 2020 Award for 
Inclusion Research from Google 
AI has awarded Sherwood and 
Tettegah funding to create a pipeline 
for collaboration between the 
CBSR and the UCSB Department 
of Computer Science.

“Data science is everywhere. And 
a lot of times people don’t think 
about computational data science 
beyond just S.T.E.M., but literally, 
people are grappling with it in 
probably any field or discipline of 
study. It’s really a thing that is 
at the convergence of everything,” 
Tettegah said.

“There’s all these initiatives on 
data science on campus. But there 
had not been a focus specifically on 
underrepresented groups.” 

In the future, a goal of Tettegah 
and her collaborators is to place an 
emphasis on first-year students in 
particular and get them involved 
in data science as part of the 
broader push to get historically 
underrepresented groups into 
S.T.E.M.

Tettegah also currently co-leads 
Aspire: The National Alliance 
for Inclusive & Diverse S.T.E.M. 
Faculty at UCSB, alongside Vice 
Chancellor for Diversity, Equity and 
Inclusion Belinda Robnett. Aspire is 
an initiative led by the Association 
of Public and Land-grant 
Universities to diversify S.T.E.M. 
faculty on campus and cultivate a 
more inclusive climate among the 
various  S.T.E.M. departments at 
UCSB. UCSB is part of a cohort of 
19 universities involved with Aspire. 

“It’s focused on faculty, which 
eventually trickles down to students 
because if you have diverse faculty, 
it’s more likely you’re going to 
attract diverse students …  the 

whole goal is to increase and retain 
diverse faculty,” Tettegah said.  

In addition to drawing in people 
from underrepresented groups 
through outreach, Tettegah has also 
been engaged in an investigation 
into how teaching methods may 
be causing a demographic skew 
in S.T.E.M. fields, particularly 
engineering.

“I think it may have something to 
do with this kind of epistemology 
— how you come to know things,” 
Tettegah said. 

“When you look at how 
universities are training and 
educating students in S.T.E.M., you 
have a very, very, as far as I’m 
concerned, outdated approach to 
teaching and learning.”

Tettegah’s latest project — a 
component of Aspire — takes aim at 
current approaches to teaching and 
learning in the university setting, 
attempting to better understand 
“user preferences” in engineering 
education: what best engages 
students and helps them retain 
information in the context of the 
mediums and methods used to 
teach class curriculums. 

Currently, Tettegah and her 
collaborators have been gathering 

data from students as part of a 
broader self-assessment of UCSB’s 
current climate and practices.

Through this, she is hoping to 
help educators in engineering — 
and  S.T.E.M. more broadly — in 
their quest to diversify content 
and go beyond traditional means 
of teaching which may not be as 
accessible to students. 

“If you’re in a course, do you have 
a preference for individual content 
that’s just equations only? Or do 
you like images, or do you like to 
see simulations of these things?” 
Tettegah said. 

All of these initiatives — if they 
lead to the change Tettegah 
is hoping they’ll lead to — could 
amount to a paradigm shift.

“It’s a different approach, and 
we’ve never collected this kind of 
data before. Never collected data 
around user preferences. It’s not 
even been done at the K-12 level,” 
Tettegah said. 

“Think about how you were 
educated and how you were taught. 
What opportunities were provided 
to you? If you had to start all over 
again, knowing what you know 
now, what would your education 
look like?” 

Director of Black Student Research Center Discusses 
Ongoing S.T.E.M. Initiatives at UCSB 

UC Santa Barbara Professor Who Invented Blue LEDs 
Wins Queen Elizabeth Prize for Engineering

Currently, Tettegah and her collaborators have been gathering data from students regarding user 
preferences as part of a broader self-assessment examining UCSB’s current climate and practices.

Since 1995, Nakamura has received numerous accolades for achievements in his field and his efforts to create cheap and efficient light sources.
Courtesy of Shuji Nakamura 

“There’s all these initiatives on 
data science on campus. But there 

had not been a focus specifically 
on underrepresented groups.” 

“
SHARON 

TETTEGAH
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Sunday School 

PHIL 420: So You’ve Made it to Hell, 
Now What? 

ASTRO 12: Mercury IS in Retrograde

Dinosaurs 2: Electric Boogaloo

Introduction to Introductions

INT 84TT: How To Quit TikTok

ENGL 10: � ings I Hate About You

POL S 5: So Your Roommate Doesn’t 
Believe in Basic Human Rights

C LIT 69

GLOBL 45: When Not To Go to Cancun

AP World History

LEO
JULY 23 - AUGUST 22

AQUARIUS
JANUARY 20 - FEBRUARY 18

PISCES
FEBRUARY 19 - MARCH 20

GEMINI
MAY 21 - JUNE 20

Discursive Marxist Allegory in “Shrek” 

CANCER
JUNE 21 - JULY 22

VIRGO
AUGUST 23 - SEPTEMBER 22

LIBRA
SEPTEMBER 23 - OCTOBER 22

SCORPIO
OCTOBER 23 - NOVEMBER 21

SAGITTARIUS
NOVEMBER 22 - DECEMBER 21

CAPRICORN
DECEMBER 22 - JANUARY 19

TAURUS
APRIL 20 - MAY 20

MARCH 21 - APRIL 19
ARIES
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The Signs as Totally Real 
Classes To Take Next Quarter

Sophia Lovell 
Staff Writer

As an English and philosophy student, I didn’t expect to 
deal with gender bias in the classroom as much as I know 
that my peers in the “hard sciences” do. It’s well known that 
women in the S.T.E.M. field are often outnumbered by their 
male classmates/colleagues and often face discrimination in 
the classroom and professional settings, whether that means 
being talked over, mocked or disregarded entirely.  

What I’ve learned, however, is that as a woman majoring 
in philosophy, I am also one of the few. Women and other 
minority groups aren’t usually outnumbered in social sciences 
in the same way that they are in fields like engineering or 
medicine. However, at UCSB — and in general in academic 
settings — philosophy courses are overwhelmingly run and 
attended by men. Nationally, women only account for 17-24% 
of philosophy faculty positions. It is no coincidence that the 
stereotypical image we have of a philosopher is that of an old 
white man with a beard in a stuffy library. All of my professors 
and teaching assistants to date have been white men. In my 
courses, I am often one of the few women present, and there 
are even fewer women of color. 

The first philosophy course I ever took was Philosophy 
4: Introduction to Ethics. In this course, we discussed a range 
of philosophical dilemmas, but what stuck out to me were 
the topics of abortion, sexual objectification and metaethics 
in regards to morality across different cultures. These 

discussions are central to the lives of women and people from 
different cultural backgrounds, and yet there were surprisingly 
few minority peers with whom I could take on these topics.
While they are important discussions for everyone to witness 
and understand, it is necessary for minority racial and gender 
voices to be not only involved but also highlighted in these 
discussions. 

The texts which we read in my philosophy classes are 
also often lacking in diverse authors. I know that many of 
the famous philosophers are upper-class white men, but it 
would be refreshing to gain a different perspective. Women’s 
voices were consistently shut down, especially in the Age 
of Enlightenment, when philosophical thinking began to 
flourish. An article written in The Washington Post points 
out historical philosophers who took ideas from their silenced 
female counterparts in academia. For example, the famous 
philosopher René Descartes was found to have gained some of 
his theories on the soul from his correspondence with Princess 
Elisabeth of Bohemia — who, naturally, received no credit for 
her ideas. 

I sat in a philosophy section last week, watching as a female 
peer of mine was talked over by a male student. They were 
presenting contrasting ideas, and as I watched him speak over 
her, I felt shocked. As a woman, I find that I am often interrupted 
and my thoughts and opinions are often disregarded, but 
seeing it happen in front of my eyes, in a classroom setting 
and to one of my peers, really stood out to me. We are all here 
to educate ourselves and, as students, we are all on the same 
level in the classroom, all here to express our own thoughts 
and opinions, none of which are inherently more valuable than 
those of another. 

Of course, Zoom has been no help on this issue, and 
women across many different professions and circumstances 
have found themselves diminished even more through online 
platforms. CNBC conducted a study which found that 45% 
of women in professional Zoom settings find it difficult to 
speak up, and 1 in 5 have experienced being spoken over or 
otherwise ignored during meetings. It’s easier to be spoken 
over in an online setting because your physical presence is not 
there to counteract it.

Philosophy in and of itself is the study of knowledge, of 
ideas and truth. It is vital, in my opinion, that we have people 
from a wide range of identities in the philosophy major in 
order to bring new and different perspectives to light in these 
conversations about fundamental topics such as existence 
and truth. Otherwise, whose knowledge and what epistemic 
questions are we discussing? Only those of white men? Our 
experiences give us different views on these topics, which 
are so important to hear from one another when tackling 
controversial and complex discussions. 

This experience is not exclusive to our campus. According 
to the American Philosophical Association, only 29% of Ph.D.s 
and only 32% of bachelor’s degrees in philosophy have gone to 

women since the 2000s. Meanwhile, 84% of Ph.D.s and 60% of 
bachelor’s degrees in philosophy were earned by white people.

I hope to see more inclusivity within my upcoming courses 
and an increased uplifting of minority voices, because I think 
both are crucial to have in philosophical discussions. I would 
love to hear your voice in these discussions. Even if you are 
not a philosophy major, I encourage you to take a philosophy 
course that can fulfill one of your GEs. A study at University of 
Colorado Boulder suggests that women are more likely to stay 
within the philosophy major when they witness representation 
in the texts they read and the teachings they receive: “Instructors 
who care about the retention of women should do what they 
can to show their women students how they are similar to 
professional philosophers.” The researchers found that women 
hold around 50% of seats in introductory philosophy classes 
but only 30% in more advanced courses. Professors can work 
to change this decrease in engagement by promoting minority 
voices through the texts that they select to teach because there 
are so many brilliant and diverse philosophers.

I tend to be a very reserved person, especially in large 
classroom settings, but I know that it is important to share 
my voice, especially when I am one of the few women in my 
major. I am trying to be better about sharing my own voice 
and the voices of other women and marginalized peers in my 
courses, and I encourage you to do so as well. 

Sophia Lovell hopes to see the inclusion of more diverse 
voices in the philosophy department. 

Kylie McCreary
Staff Writer

White sneakers. That was all I needed. Preferably a running 
shoe that was dad-like, not too chunky and slightly retro with 
a split sole and no noticeable lug. I had a pretty solid image in 
mind of the shoes I wanted. And then, I started browsing the 
web to find them.

ASOS. Nike. New Balance. Net-a-Porter. Depop. eBay.  
Then, suddenly, a new luxury retail site with a big sale. Then, 
suddenly, a brand I had never heard of. Then, suddenly, the 
knock-offs of this brand. By hour two, there were also the 
white sneaker ads appearing in the periphery of my screen. By 
the third and final hour, I was googling “10 min meditation for 
anxiety.” With 45 pairs of shoes sitting in a lineup of about 20 
different tabs, I closed my laptop, defeated.

This experience appears to be consistent with a variety 
of psychological studies showing that having too many 
choices is likely to stop a consumer from making any choice 
at all. In a study conducted by researchers Sheena Iyengar 
and Mark Lepper, consumers who were given 24 options 
of jam to purchase were 90% less likely to purchase any 
jam at all than customers who were only given six different 
options. Iyengar and Lepper proposed that customers become 
overwhelmed when presented with an excess of choices. With 
too much information to sift through, the task of deciding 
becomes taxing and individuals choose to avoid it entirely. 
I must have looked through about 5,000 pairs of shoes that 
day. If those percentages work proportionally, the odds of 
me accomplishing what I thought was a simple task were 
incredibly slim.

The more shoe options I found, the more variables I had 
to judge in order to differentiate between those options. I 
was suddenly considering customer reviews, environmental 
impacts, delivery dates and materials used. Not only did 
this require a lot of mental effort, but it also built up a lot of 
pressure. All of a sudden, I found myself on a mission to find 
the quintessential white sneaker, a sneaker that aligned with 
every ounce of my being. This plight is not uncommon and, 
in fact, is a very detrimental effect of having too wide a variety 
of choices. 

Barry Schwartz, psychologist and author of “The Paradox 
of Choice,” believes that the growing number of choices we 
have today contributes to the exponentially growing rate of 
depression that has been observed in the past 50 years. He 
discusses how the more choices people have, the less likely 
they are to be satisfied with the choice they make. When 
we have more freedom at our fingertips, we have higher 
expectations for our selection. And if our choice does not 
match our heightened standards, the millions of unchosen 
possibilities continue to haunt us.  In other words, even if 
people surmount the challenge of making a decision in the first 
place, they are then less likely to be satisfied with the choice 
they have made.

Generation Z, the group born between 1997 and 2015, has 
reported much higher rates of depression and suicide than any 
other generation documented. On top of making purchases in 
the infinite department store that is online shopping, Gen Zers 
are constantly being provided the opportunity to contemplate 
and reconsider the kind of life they want to lead. Gen Zers 

comprise the first generation to have been immersed in social 
media throughout their adolescence. This is usually the time 
when we as human beings decide who we want to be and 
how we make our lives meaningful. Every single day, most 
Gen Zers are shown millions of different ways to do this. Just 
like a customer browsing jams, Gen Zers are being plagued 
with discouragement and dissatisfaction in their decisions.

The moment they wake up and open their phones, Gen 
Zers begin perusing through a display of choices on everything 
from outfits to career paths. With infinite options to sort 
through, how do we expect people to even get out of bed? And 
if Gen Zers do get out of bed, it’s far more likely that instead of 
enjoying their choices, they will be semi-preoccupied by their 
yearning for the unknown potential of alternative scenarios. 

Freedom of choice puts much more responsibility on the 
decision-maker for improving their quality of life. When our 
decisions inevitably fail to achieve the perfection that having 
more options encourages us to expect, we blame ourselves, 
further deepening our sense of dissatisfaction. As they did not 
scroll through upwards of a hundred other lives every day, I 
think older generations had a worldview that did not create as 
much space for this self-blame and regret. They didn’t wake 
up to see hundreds of different ways to start their mornings 
and thus couldn’t blame themselves if a cup of coffee and the 
morning newspaper didn’t take their breath away. Perhaps 
there was a greater sense of confidence that they were just 
doing the best they could under their personal circumstances. 
Social media and the internet give us a bird’s-eye view of all 
that life can offer. When circumstances feel boundless, our 
standards to achieve contentment with ourselves become 
boundless as well.

In her book, “How Do We Know We’re Doing It Right?” 

journalist Pandora Sykes discusses how social media also adds 
the pressure of having our choices being constantly monitored 
by huge groups of people who we think determine our social 
and financial capital. When discussing trends in street fashion, 
she writes that “in our present day of hyper-visibility and self-
surveillance … It is now better to look like someone else than 
to risk looking again like you’re failing modern life.” To me, 
this explains Gen Z’s obsession with social media influencers. 
Floundering in an ocean of choices and scarred by the 
increasingly impactful judgments on their life updates, people 
become desperate for something they can trust to guide or 
“influence” their decision-making. Gen Zers are being led to 
surrender the sense of autonomy one would think having 
greater choices would facilitate. 

Whether in an Oscar Wilde quote or the occasional “real” 
paragraph caption on social media, we have all heard a million 
times that it is bad to compare ourselves to others on social 
media. However, I don’t think this is very effective advice for 
combatting the mental health crisis accompanying the digital 
age. I think that the decision fatigue Gen Zers face is a much 
more nuanced manifestation of comparison that is flying 
under people’s radar. It’s not as obvious as whining about 
wanting to be someone else. Those are negative thoughts 
that we can identify and curb somewhat easily. This is a more 
subconscious attack on our mental health. We are constantly 
window shopping around other people’s lives and exhausting 
ourselves as we try to deliberate which one perfectly suits us.  
I think the more fitting cliché Gen Zers need to hear is that 
“sometimes less is more.”

Kylie McCreary encourages you to strive for the simplicity 
of childhood, a time when you could literally eat the same 
bowl of cereal every day and be satisfied for years at a time. 

A Call to Increase Diversity in Classrooms — Beyond S.T.E.M.

From Sneakers to Life Purpose: Discussing   
Gen Z’s Struggle With Indecision
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